Semper floreat by unknown
Auistralian 
Last Year 
Each Australion Universify has its own newspaper 
staffed by students. Apart from fhe typesetting and 
printing, these papeirs are completely produced by 
members of the university, most of whom have ha^ d 
littfe previous experience of journalism, and all of 
whom are pursuing university courses. 
"The papers vary greatly in size 
and circulation; Honi Soit, the 
university of Sydney's paper, has 
a circulation of about 11,000, 
while Nucleus, the New England 
University's paper has a circula-
tion of 2,200. But alt the [iapers 
encounter much the same prob-
lems and have many common 
characteristics. 
Censorship, for example, was a 
difficulty encountered by several 
papers during 1960. Student writers 
frequently show a lack of respect 
for many accepted Institutions and 
standards, and a good deal of the 
material printed is critical or con-' 
demning. An editor, moreover, may 
often regard attack as one 'of his 
paper's most important functions. 
The responsibility for the views ex-
pressed in an article does not, how-
ever, remain simply that of the 
writer. All the papers are printed 
by a local daily Press or printing 
firm, and these firms are held re-
sponsible for the material they print. 
To avoid lawsuits and public dis-
favour, a printer will scrutinise the 
material submitted by the students, 
and is prepared to refuse or censor 
copy. 
Semper Floreat, the Queensland 
University paper, changed printers 
during I960 after fighting against 
unreasonable censorship. Farrago, 
the Melbourne University paper, has 
disagreed with its censorship, and 
Pelican, the paper of the University 
of Western Australia, has satirised its 
censor, the president of the council. 
Most student editors feel that prin-' 
tcrs are loo severe and wary in their 
censorship. 
The type of material and layout 
vary -greatly from paper to paper.^  
During I960 On Dit, in Adelaide, 
printed a considerable number of 
articles on political topics and occa-
sional political cartoons, while 
Semper Floreat aimed mainly at ^ 
humour in the form of satire and' 
parody. Opus, the Newcastle paper, 
printed mainly news and humour, 
but late in the year started printing 
short stories and poetry. Hon! Soit 
printed feature articles and. ran a 
regular literary page in which short 
stories and poetry appeared. 
• The printing of the papers often 
involves technical difiiculties. Ncu-
cleushas to send copy to press in 
Maitland since there is no suitable 
Press in Xrmidale. This makes lay-
out ^ from galley proofs impossible, 
and- copy for.' the paper must 
be submitted a week before printing. 
The staff of all the papers ipust learn 
al'^  least the rudiments of sub-editing 
'and layout. (These are the direc-
lions sent to the printers concerning 
choice of type and the arrangement 
of the articles on the pages.), 
The larger student papiers are 
priiited, each week during most of 
the terra. The smaller papers are 
printed once fortnightly, as in the 
case of On Dit, or less regularly, as 
in the case of Woroni, the paper of 
A.N-.U. 
All the papers print student news 
I—local university news, university 
[Sports news, and Australian Univcr-
!sities' Press news releases. Most print 
reviews of their university's func-
tions, and of the activities of univer-
Isity'societies. Honi Soit and Thar-
unl?j^ <Jurinfi 19.60 .printed.reviews of 
piuys'ii^rformcd at- both'universities. 
The papers, both through advertising 
and through articles, are made use 
of to publicise student societies, and 
sometimes an issue is almo.it com-
pletely devoted to one subject—foi 
example, Honi Soit's Commemora-
tion Day issue—supplements such as 
the Pelican W.U.S. Supplement in 
1960 are occasionally included. 
One of th.e main purposes of most 
papers is to give you entertainment. 
They are sometimes successful. Dif-
ferent methods are followed. All the 
papers print humorous articles and 
stories whenever possible, but the 
most popular form of university 
humour during the past few years 
has been satire — a type of humour 
related very closely to that of the 
university revues. 
The larger papers, whose printers 
have the necessary facilities, also at-
tempt what might be called parody 
issues. Honi Soit, ^ Tharunka, 
Semper Floreat and Farrago all 
printed such "skit" issues, imitating 
local publications, in 1960. 
The one problem that all papers 
face, and that is apparently not yet 
solved, is a lack of written contri-
butions. Students accept their paper 
without realisingjhe time and work , 
involved. This work arises because 
the voluntary editorial staffs find that 
they not only have to edit the paper, 
but on most occasions have, in addi-
tion, to fill the pages with copy of 
their own. Occasionally a paper 
may have one or two prolific writers 
who continually do work for the 
paper, but such writers cannot main-
tain a varied and interesting output 
throughout a full year. 
Last year all the papers continu-
ally called for niore material. 
On Wednesday, June 1, Dr Vcr 
wocrd launched a white "peace" 
dove from his pad in Bloemfon-
tein (has South Africa joined 
(he spaccrace toof) A.A.P. re-
ported that "It fell with a dull 
thud to the ground in front of 
the silver-haired Verwoerd. Emb;jr-
rasscd officials poked and prodded 
the milk-white doverbut it steadfast-
ly refused to fly." Well-known sin-
ner, F. Sinatra, contacted at Holly-
wood commented, "Man, like, if 
your bird won't split from the pad, 
you can't prod her." 
Page 3 contains a wealth of fun 
for the reader. There is a full colour 
grey and white photo of a bespec-
tacled gentleman osculating a young 
woman dressed tn white. Under-
neath, the scene is vividly described 
True Red Brick 
Tlirougli most of the middle ages, uuivcrsily students 
had neither benches lo sit on nor lexis lo read. Classes >9ere held 
in ihc corners of cliurelics where ihe sindenis stjuattcd on a 
layer of straw. 
Too poor to buy texts or-parch-
ment and ink for taking"" liotcs, 
students had to rely largely on their 
memory to retain what they heard 
or saw demonstrated. Most instruc-
tion was oral, the master reading 
from the text then making detailed 
comments or "glosses." 
After a le'cturc, the student would 
usually rush lo a tavern to go over 
the lecture and to spend hours in dis-
cussion and argument — which 
naturally became fnore heated, il-
logical, and even nonsensical as time 
moved on. 
ThclnjportJince of students talk-
ing strong measures-when things get 
out of hand is universally acknow-
ledged. There are many edifying 
precedents for this in the Middle 
Ages; one of the most interesting 
concerns Ihc famous University of 
Bologtia. 
Late in the twelfth century mat-
ters had become very disorganised 
at this university and the students 
laid down the .taw to the faculty, 
Henceforth, they said, Icctoriers-
must hold classes at regular and fre-
quent inlcrvals; be conscientious 
and punctual in attendance; never 
Prepar ing lo take their pluco, iu a new parlour game. 
THE SEARCH FOR 
HIDDEN GNUS 
I have, I believe, iliscovered a new parlour game, one which I can heartily 
recomnieud to all existing or aspiring policemen, social - climbers aud university 
stndeuts. I call il , £or 'want of a better title, "Do-Il-Yonrself-Newspaper-Readiiig." 
(brain-washing taken-in). All you need i s a copy of an evening paper (preferably 
soluble) and a vivid imagination. 
We start, dear reader,, onpags; 2. for those hard of hearing. "The 
groom kisses the bride as dad looks 
on." "Dad," we are told is a pub-
lican as well as being Britain's chief 
hangman. Commented the head of 
one of Sydney's breweries, "Al least. 
he's honest about it." 
In the fifth column wc read the 
following, "Brisbane, Wednesday.— 
A youth who arrived from Sydney 
yesterday (Tuesday), was gaoled for 
a month today (Wednesday), on a 
charge of stealing a bottle of milk 
yesterday (Tuesday). A. Caponc 
jun., labourer, etc., pleaded guilty in 
the Police Court lo having stolen the 
milk, valued at lOd." Could some 
Law Student inform me of the sen-
tence I might expect if 1 take two 
"Honi's" instead of one next Wednes-
day? 
• Here's a heading no niatricuUiled 
lout could miss, "Police Hun in Car 
Smash." "Two top-line C.l.B. de-
fectives on a special investigation 
were injured today when a police car 
plunged through two fences at Croy-
don, narrowly missing a womau, 
weeding her garden. Mrs S! Loren 
was weeding the front garden when 
the car came through her iron gate 
and the fence, 
"I heard a bang, and the car was 
through the fence In a dashj" said 
Mrs Lorcn. "It took the gate with 
it. My iron gate is in pieces. I 
jumped. It gave me a start." Mrs 
' Lorcn said the car was' not speed-
ing. (But remember, dear readers, 
it was, after all, a police car.) She 
went, on to say, "There was no 
squealing as there usually is when 
a car crashes into the front of my 
place. This was the sixth one." 
Mrs Lorcn, could wc, Ihc readers, 
put to yoii. this queslioii?.TIic sixth 
what, siirciy not the sixth police 
car, surely not?. 
. On page 5, under the heading 
"Glow in the Sky," we have an 
amazing report, testified by a butcher 
and a grocer of Kurnell, that they 
saw "strange objects falling slowly a^t 
Tirst, glowing bright red, but, gradu-
ally, fading in a trail of smoke. A 
spokesman for the Sydney Observa-
tory could offer no explanation/ for 
the objects." As" a layniah, I w^uld. the paper around those grcisy chips, 
venture to suggest that.tKcse^objcds rc^ ad.i^ ^^ ^^  
rfght to call fo7a pint'of beer in ex- may have been, sky rocy s, .but, yoii .lUtlcI ' 
aminatidns. Try it some.-tiraeJ never know. . ^ CA WEN RUDDER 
turn up intoxicated; cover all neces-
sary ground in their courses; and 
not leave town without student 
permission. 
Students in the Middle Ages were 
usually earnest, ii-rcpressible, and. 
•chronically insolvent. They fought 
with townspeople and civic authori-
ties and with the equivalent of our 
"boys in blue," They alsp hazed 
newcomers, consorted with- low 
women, irritated their lecturers, and 
spent much of .their time revelling 
till the small hoiirsi 
A chronicle of Jhe. University .of 
Frctbut^ in Breisgi^ u depict^ st^ udcnt 
life pictoriallv in mcidents which' 
look familiar today. For. example, 
the students, a quarrelsome bunch, 
liked to fight each other, townspeople 
and authoritiw; an irreverent bunch, 
they gambled in university rooms, 
which was strictly forbidden; an im-
moral bunch, students broke the car-
dinal school rule; don't ask a girl 
up lb your room to view etchings, 
• Incidentally,, from- • the Miildlc" 
Ages, dates'one of our most chcrisb'< 
cd, yet little known privileges — the 
Stretched across columns 2 and 3 
we have one of those beautiful head-
lines which make this game so re-
warding. It states in bold black print: 
"Montgomery Declares: Reds do not 
like U.S.A." Anxious to impart this 
important news I radioed the White 
House and although the President 
was al golf, his secretary gave me 
the following comment. "Oh!" 
SkippiDg blithely through the 
pages in (he rush to get to (be 
social page, the observant reader 
will notice Ihe foilovring mwa 
items. 
"Drive for Policemen": "Sydney 
suburban police have lost 'family' 
contact with many people in their 
"patrol area, Mr L. H. Grifilths said 
today" — Mr Griffiths, h must" be 
remembered, dear reader, specialises 
in understatements. "Club Caustic: 
Morality of Poker Machines" — In 
an age of automation and teenage 
immorality nothing is a surprise. 
"Trousers Torn Oil: Night Drive Led 
to Blows" — No comment. "Royal 
Rattle: Prince Andrew presented 
wilh leopardskin rattle" — Sir Ed-
ward Hallstrom unavailable lor com-
ment. "Broke Drink Ban" — A 
policeman .giving evidence against a 
habitual drunkard said, "He appear-
ed to be fighting white elephants." — 
Pause and think reader, wbof would 
you pronounce to be the drunkard? 
Page 64, the social page, Valhalla; 
in column 1 we read "Seen at the 
Sheep Show." Mrs Lipehilz Bellini 
took fashion honours in a bikini-
length heliotrope rumble sack, but 
for hats you couldn't beat Miss 
Krupa-Bongo's red paisley and goat-
skin turban which she confided to 
mc was a drum and the lastcst Goon-
diwindi craze. Cynthia Snodgrass 
was there, snatching time between 
lectures (she's doing Arts now you 
know) and very sensibly dressed loo, 
in a Spanish Mantilla and gum-boots. 
Miss Snodgrass tells me "there are 
five women cxhibiling this year" — 
Should be worth seeing, 
I have, dear reader, only scratch-
ed the. surface ia-explaining this fas-
cinating game, the rest is up lo your 
imaginatioh. ,So don't throw .away-
hne u-i: " uveriiignts oT the ij; : ' ' 3 l 
PSPIONAGE is never, in itself, con-
^ irary to international law. Conversely, 
it is not illegal to punish captured spies. 
The law relating to the U-2 incident is 
not the most interesting aspect of that 
incident. 
A brief exposition of the law may, how-
ever, elucidate an analysis of the other 
aspects, by dispalling some of the vagueness 
or public moralising and dissipating some of 
the more irrelevant propaganda about the 
whole affair. 
If it is certain that espionage per se is 
lawful, il is equally certain that flights by 
State aircraft such as the U-2 over the terri-
tory of other States arc illegal unless autho-
rised by the Slates flown over. 
Irony and Law 
It is ironical that Ihc U.S. • Government 
.should have defined so cleariy the law by 
which it is now. condemned. We poweriess 
Australians, who have so many (ewer oppor-
tunities to be hpyocritical, may savour the 
irony of the Note from the U.S. lo Czecho-
slovakia of August 8, 1954. Some of us 
may even find the Note unpleasing lo read 
in March, 1961. It runs, in substance, as 
follows*. 
"The U.S. Government charges that all 
the acts of the pilots of the MIO aircraft 
involved in the unauthorised overflight into 
Ihe U.S. zone of Germany were at the spe-
cific direction of the responsible authorities 
of Ihc CzecJi Government. The directions 
were in deliberate and calculualed disregard 
of the air traffic control regulations and of 
the authority of the U.S. Government. 
"The U.S. Government charges further 
that these acts and directions were mati-
cioudy intended, that they were wrongful 
under applicable international law and that 
Ihey were carried out lo make it possible to 
overfly the U.S. zone of Germany unlawfully, 
for such purposes as espionage. The U.S. 
Government charges further that the Czech 
Government made assertions of facts with 
respect to the incident which it knew to be 
demonstrably preposterous and flagrantly 
untruthful. 
• "Il wa-s unlawful for military aircraft of 
Czechoslovakia to fly into the airspace of 
the U.S. zone of Germany unless the Czech 
Government had obtained prior authorisation 
for such overflight from Ihe U.S, Govern-
ment. Furthermore, it was Ihe duty of the 
Czech Government to identify to the air 
traffic control authorities within the U.S. 
zone all aircraft from within Czechoslovakia • 
which intended to overfly the U.S, zone in 
any respect and for any distance and to file 
flight plans in accordance with applicable air 
traflfic control regulations. 
"The failure of the Czech Government to 
comply with the applicable regulations and 
Ihe unauthorised overflight by the military 
aircFaft involved, constitute violations of 
inlernational obligations." 
There is thus no doubt that Ibe fligfil of 
the ill-fated U-2 was a clear violation of 
international law as accepted by America, 
and was in a different category, from day-to-
day international espionage. It was contrary 
not only to Russian law (just as Ihe espio-
nage of Fuchs and the Rosenbergs was con-
trary to British and American law), but also 
io the law governing both Russia and the 
U.S.A., i.e., international law. 
The question then arises whether the 
U.S.A., by overflying Russia for reconnais- -
sance purposes, was merely exercising its 
legal right of self-defence. This may be 
shortly answered. By subscribing lo the 
United Nations Charter, which is, inter alia, 
a treaty between Russia and the U.S.A., the 
U.S.A. has promised to report immediately 
to the Security Council any measures it takes 
in the exercise of its right'of self-defence. 
Necessity andlDefcnce 
There is a great deal of dispule~among 
international lawyers about the effeci of the ' 
United Nations Charter on the right of na-
tional defence, but it is certain that any de- -
lensive action taken inside the border of an-
other State amounts at least to a threat to 
the peace and must be brought to the no-
lice of the Security Council. The U.S.A. has, 
therefore, disqualified itself from appealing 
(0 the legal right of self-defence. 
Here, no doubt, some of us will get very 
impatient with this line of argument. "Neces-
sity," it may be said, "the* overriding neces-
sity of nationat survival entitles America to 
disregard Internationa] law in this respect, 
especially the law of a United Nations en-
feebled by the abusive use by Russia of the 
veto power." 
Now this appeal to necessity has always 
been popular with governments,^  and has even 
found favour, as a basic legal doctrine, widi 
some German -inlernational lawyers. Thus, 
on August 4, 1914, as the German" Army in-
vaded Belgium in clear violation of a Treaty 
'of 1839, the German Chancellor declared to 
the Reichstag, "Not kcnnt kcin Gebot"— 
"Necessity knows na law.'' Famous German 
jurists, such as Kohler, sat down to justify 
this doctrine as a fundamental article ofjn-
ternational law. Naturally enough, Belgian 
jurists, such as Charles de Visscher, were in-
clined to'repudiate it. 
Necessity and Law 
A more recent case is that of the Lend-
Lease Agreement of 1940 between Britain 
and the U.S.A., whereby the U.S.A., lent Bri-
tain 50 obsolete destroyers in return for bases 
in the West Indies. This was, for the U.S.A., 
in violation of the 1907 Hague Convention 
on Neutrality, and America sought to justify 
it legally on the ground of the necessity of 
resisting a Nazi conquest of Britain, which 
would imperil the U.S.A. 
|, "^^ : "By-J* ^A^S-KijmJl 
' Those who. appeal to necessity to justify 
their nets should do so with their eyes^open.^  
They should be quite clear in their-own 
minds that their appeal strikes at tiie very 
heart of international law, that it is a rever-
sion to the anarchy from which men have 
been trying to escape for so long, if th'ey 
recognise this, and if they further" recognise, 
that their appeal is conu-ary not merely to 
the spirit of international law, but also to its 
letter (for the law does not recognise the doc-
trine of necessity), then and only then will 
they be ready to make a proper moral judg-
ment of the issue which is said lo involve 
national survival. 
Sanity and Intransigence 
It was a sad day for international law when 
America announced (albeit temporarily) that 
she was prepared to continue her illegal 
actions after their discovery and exposure. 
Everyone knows that Russia continually 
breaks international law, and that she would 
break it again if she retaliated against spy-
flights by destroying U.S, bases. But existing 
international law owes both hs force and its 
value to the socio-ethical convictions common 
to Western countries. 
What is left of the law when I'nc greatest 
and most influential of those Weslern nations 
announces its intention to pursue, at its own 
will and pleasure, an illegal policy of intran-
sigent force? Even if we think America's 
actions morally and politically justifiable, wc 
must admit that internatjpnal law (i.e., the 
consistent practice of sane, and orderiy rela-
tions between nations) is failing sadly. 
That s i^d, we may proceed to discuss some 
of the further implications of the U-2 inci-
dent. 
THE POLL Y ,-f 'i 
It can be stated immediately that America's 
actions were disastrous in so far as they 
either caused Ihe dissolution of the Summit 
Conference or gave Mr Khrushchev a good 
e.\ciise to dissolve a conference he no longer 
wanted. Enough has been written on this 
aspect of the case to satisfy the most scep-
tical. There is a simple and demonstrable 
Connection between the incident and the 
failure of the conference. 
Equally obvious is the damage to American 
• credit involved in the attempts of the U,S. to 
lie and bluff its way out of the quandary, in 
which it had put itself. 
As Max Frccdman wrote in ihe "Manches-
ter Guardian Weekly" on May 17, 1960, 
"The American Government first-lied about 
the plane, then confessed to espionage, then 
made a virtue out of espionage over Russia, 
and threatened to continue these flights (an-
other lie, for the flights had secretly been 
suspended), and then io Paris Mr Eisenhower 
finally promised that the flights would not be 
resumed." 
Some Americans, on the bthcr hand, have 
seen the afl'air as a resounding demonstration 
of national miKiary and 'constilutional suc-
cess. 
And a pointer to our fate? 
The lJ-2: ". . . In a different category 
from day-to-day international espion-
age." 
Safe or Complacent? 
This was the line adopted by Mr Clarence 
Cannon, Chairman of Ihe House (of Repre-
sentatives) Appropriations Committee in a 
statement by him on May 10, I960, dissem-
matcd in Australia by the U.S. Information 
Service as *'«n important American statement 
on worid aflfairs." For Mr Cannon the prac-
tice of Ihc U,S.A. was neither "stupid nor 
blundering" because "the discovery that since 
1946 we have been sending our planes across 
the border and as far as 1,300 QUICS into the 
inlenor, completely disproves hh .(Kliruih-
chev s) vaunted ability to stop them at the 
border." 
This is only half-true. The alleged success 
of AmeriUn flights during the years between 
1946 and 1959 is in no way relevant to Ihe 
present ability or inabifify of fhe Russians 
to prevent an aerial attack by the U.S. Air 
Forct. .The captured U2 flew fiotn a base in 
Pakistan (which^ha; only recently become* 
a U.S. base), so that it flew aaots what 
must be Russia's most unprotected bM'der. 
Most of the U.S. Strategic Air Force is so 
based that it would have to attack Russia 
across such heavily defended frontiers as 
those facing Western Europe, Turkey and 
Alaska. Nor should it be forgotten that ability 
lo fly across national frontiers, be they re-
mote or not, is vain unless there is also the 
ability lo fly on to the well-defended target 
areas, the cities and military bases of the 
nation' concerned. The Americans have no 
cause for complacency about the power of 
their putative deterrent. 
Deterrence or Futility? 
Mr Cannon then came to "the most grati-
fying feature of the entire incident-. . . 
We have.here deownstrated conclusively that 
free men confronted by the most ruthl«» and 
criminal desjwtism, can uiider the.Conslitu< 
tion of the United States protect the nation 
and preserve world civilisation." 
This again is only partly valid. Granted 
that the United States Government was pro-
tecting the nation by its espionage, it is hard 
to see the relevance of America's undoubted 
freedom (relative to Russia^) 1o the success 
of that protection. For many years a .tiny 
number of Gdvemment officials, together with 
a dozen or so legtslators, have been pur-
suing an iUegal policy unknown to'an Ameri-
can public which would have good cause to 
suspect that the risks involved were not worth 
the advantages sought. 
Mr Cannon sought to justify-tbe secrecy by 
invoking "absolute and unavoidable military 
necessity." This cannot pass unchallenged. 
To have disclosed the policy to the Ameri-
can people would almost certainly have re-
vealed nothing to the Russian Government. 
m r would it have'made'mifitarily.iinpOs-
sible the 'continuance of the flights if indeed, 
as Mr Cannon boajted, the Russians were 
powerless to prevent them. 
Tn fact, if the U*2 espionage was intended 
to contribute to a deterrent, and not merely 
to aid the destruction of Russia by a shat-
tered America as an exercise in futile re. 
vcnge, it could only be effective if it were -
known of by Russia; for only what is known 
of can deter. 
The reason, of course, why the flights were 
undisclosed was simply that they represented, 
an odious affront to international law and 
the development of sane international rela-
tionships, in quite another category of ille-
gality and risk from the normal G-Man, 
MI5, MVD activities of all nations. Both 
Russia and America pursue policies professed 
to be for the preservation and advancement 
of world civilisation. Both know jjcrfectly 
well that these policies, if put to the test of 
the world public opinion they arc allied to 
serve, would be rejected out of hand. 
None of this is at all surprising or novel; it 
is, however, a neglected truth: 
Neither America nor Russia is - wilfing 
to take the risks to national safety well 
known to be involved in Ihe renunciation of 
nuclear armaments by an agreement which 
. concedes something to both points of view. 
Both are willing to take the enormous risks 
to the safety of the human race notoriously, 
involved in their present military postures. 
One of the most notable of these latter risks 
was demonstrated by the U-2 incident. 
That is the riskof inadevertent Attack due 
to ntechanical or human Mlure. 
Fault or Failure? 
Everywhere, in Russia, in America, on 
remote islands, in the air, on the high seas, 
there are officers capable every minute' of 
unleashing a wcaiKMi of unexampli^ destruc-
tive power, the presence of which over 
oiemy territory, would, in accordance with 
tfa« Vowed ^policy of bdth sides, provoke iin 
-imniedUte: - counterattack . of 'aimihiladiiK ,• 
•force. These otScen arc certainly well 
trained and carefully selected. .There are 
said to be the most stringent precautions 
against the misuse, accidental or intentional, 
of. their powers. Their eqpipmeni is very 
well made and will not, it is said, go wrong. 
But the Matador and Adas missiles which 
.have flown far otf-course in the past two 
year were also well made and were designed 
very carefully'to fly on the right course, 
And the man Powers, too, was well trained 
and carefully selected. Above all, he was 
trained to destroy both himself and his plane 
if in danger of capture. He failed to do 
cither. It is even said by Mr Cannon that 
his plane developed some mechanical defect. 
If that is so, then it Is so much the worse, for 
we are shown even more cleariy how fine, 
how very fine, is the line we have drawn 
between oiir life and our destruction. 
Ruin or Concessions? 
Do not let it be said, with Mr Cannon, 
that the defect of mind or matter or mech-
anics which could tring us all to "an unhappy 
end would be "unforeseen and unavoidable." 
It has already been foreseen-by everyone 
. possessed of the rudiments of sanity. It 
would be avoided if (hose who have die 
power to do so would substitute for the 
intolerable risks of the present the great but 
lesser . risks of, a generously , negotiated 
renunciation of nuclear weapons. 
Do not let it be said that those who advo-
cate even major coocessioos to attain sijch 
a renunciation are unconscious of the insuffl-
aency of such a renunciation atone, or that 
they are unaware of the perfidy of Soviet 
Russia, or that they are sympadiedc with Uie 
aims or ignorant of the methods Of Commu-
nism. .'"~ 
It is just that they know that there is only 
(Hie end to an armameat race in which one 
side or both sides are vrilling either to 
muddle through" or to "hang "on" until the 
odwr side makes some jnore concessions. 
Ijjat ,end IS war. Ww today is fou^t, as 
Marshal Foch said mahy years ago, ftt un-
limited objechyes. It can result only in 
unlunited destruction.-
We can no longer take refiige even in the 
bitter lesson of the great wara of the past, 
which was, as the Delphic Oracle once said, 
that "the conquered weep, but the con-
querors are ruined." - _ 
The U-2 affair can. serve only to emphasise 
how near may be the time when there wiU 
be no conquered, no .conqwMors,-.and no 
weeping, but only univenal ruin. 
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PARTS OF ORIGINAL DOCUMENT 
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by 
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Barricaded within his farmhouse Slade 
Stinton looked through the chink be-
tween the eucalypt boards across the sun-
drenched plains of his Australian sheep 
farm. His steely grey-blue eyes thinned 
to slits' beneath" his blond eyebrows. The 
natives were still there. "Damn," Slade 
muttered. He was a man of few words. 
Where .only yesterday he had watched 
the cowpunchers herding the jumbucks 
into the corral stood a horde of Aus-
tralian bush natives. "Aborigines," ISIadc 
muttered. 
"What was that?" asked loycc Nautcr 
crouched beside him. Sladc looked at her 
and said nothing. He did not want her here. 
He resented her. Her forefathers had not 
been convicts, Joyce was his next-door neigh-
bour. She oiily lived 80 miles away and had 
ridden over to help him koala hunt before 
morning tucker. The aborigines had followed 
her. Slade knew that she was unaware that 
she was responsible for this attack. Slade 
fired the Galling in anger. A vicious staccato 
of boomerangs burst in reply against the 
house wall. The natives were hostile. 
"You might have killed onp of them," 
said Joyce. Slade did not look al her. Why 
did she have to talk like that? He reloaded 
his .45 and pushed back his sombrero. The 
corks dangling from thc'brim kept the flics 
away. He thought. If only he could get 
through to the local police station. Colonel 
Fitzroy would bring help. And he could leave 
Joyce by herself. 
He glanced through the chink. If he could 
make a dash_to the Murrumbidgee, a well-
known river in the district, he would be safe. 
He handed Joyce the .45. "Listen," he said, 
"Shoot." He w'ls a man of few words. Joyce 
looked in disgust at him and then at the 
gun. Suddenly an arrow came through Ihe 
window knocking Joyce's hal ofiF. Slade shut 
the window. Joyce suddenly realised her dan-
ger and bringing the .45 to her shoulder 
fired four shots toward the corral. She looked 
beautiful when she was angr">'. Slade smiled 
quietly to himself. He let his eyes run dowii 
her flowing golden hair to her well-shaped 
feet. She smelt good. The aborigines were 
quiet. Slade, an experienced bushman, knew 
this was a sign. "This is a sign," he said. 
"What of?" Joyce asked, Slade knew he re-
senlcd her again. Suddenly shouting broke 
out outside. The aborigines were attacking. 
Slade crouched, his eyes and mouth set thinly 
in a harsh grimace. He fired the Gading and 
then looked through the chink. He could not _ 
see any natives. The plains, dotted with occa-
sional gums and poplar trees, looked good in 
the Australian sun. Joyce began sobbing 
quietly. She looked beautiful when she was 
crying. "Shut up," said Slade. He was a 
man of few words." 
"We'll be killed!" cried Joyce. Suddenly 
Slade reeled back from Ihe chink in the wall. 
He felt as if he had been kicked by a kan-
garoo. He had been shot in the shoulder. 
Slade fell across the floor of the house. 
- "They've got guns," he moaned. Joyce rush-
ed to his side. 
"Oh, Slade! Slade!" she sobbed hysterically. 
Slade sat-up heavily. He felt Joyce's head 
buried in his chest. He lifted up her face 
and her eyes, streaming with tears, searched 
his face beseechingly. "Oh, Slade! You might 
have been killed." Suddenly Slade knew he 
did not care who. her forefathers were. He 
knew he wanted always to hunt koalas with 
Joyce, li was .ill all right. 
Slade suddenly dragged his mind away 
from-Joyce. The natives. Where were they? 
There was no noise. Suddenly the door was 
knocked down and Sladc and Joyce watched 
arm in arm on the floor with resignation. 
;j^Mirthe door appeared a figure. If was 
' Colonel Fitzroy. . "Owigoin, mate, ornghl/ 
he said. Joyce and Slade laughed with relict. 
•- "How did you know we were being at-
tacked?" Sladc asked.; ,• , , . . /.: -
"I saw your smoke signals!" said Fitzroy. 
Sladc suddenly realised why Joyce had lit, 
- - • "I did not want 
p E W .things arc more pathetic and 
^ alarming than the power of men to 
deceive themselves. 
In Australia men fooled themselves into 
believing that the Nazis killed less Uian 
6,000,000 Jews. 
In Israel men have fooled themselves into 
believing that justice is best served by an 
illegal policy of stealth and violence, • 
These are both heresies to be put down 
wilh impartial rigour. 
Il is heretical lo suppose that there is any 
evidence that less than 5,500,000 Jews were 
done to death in the Third Reich. Indeed, 
it is diflicuit to believe that anyone could, 
in good faith, write in support of such a 
supposition. 
The indictment of the German major war 
criminals, the sworn testimony of. the Com-
mandant of Auschwitz and of the leader 
of the Relief Committee of the Jewish 
Agency, and even the words of Eichmann 
himself—all this—and much more-was pro-
duced in open court, where it was always 
subject lo cross-examination and challenge. 
None of it ever was challenged.- It must 
never be supposed that the defence lawyers 
Two Current Heresies 
were puppets or stooges; they conducted a 
long and vigorous defence of their clients. 
They saw no reason to doubt the docu-
mented enormity or the crime against the 
Jews. No one who reads the evidence will 
doubt it. 
How, then, does anyone doubt il? 
But what is more deplorable than the self-
deception of people as to facts is their tacit 
but patent assumption that the crime of the 
Nazis would be significantly less if it could 
be shown that, say. only 2,000,000 Jews 
perished during the war. 
This is a morally indefensible assumption. 
It was the policy of the Nazis which con-
stituted their .sin and, when translated into 
action, their crime. The extent of the actual 
execution of that policy was .governed not 
so much by the will of the Nazis as by such 
factor? as the rate of Allied military advance; 
il cannot significantly affect the guilt of Ihc 
men who conceived and carried out the 
policy of- racial extermination. 
GLORIA SAPAFFY 
WHAT HAS GONE BEFORE: 
In spite of the machinations, of 
L001E THE VICE (a local 
halchelmati), the Public Exam-
inations Board, the. Academic 
Standards Committee, the 
World Council of Churches and Federation of Trade Unions, and her UNCLE JOE, 
GLORIA has icon admittance to the. University by adopting the identity of SUS.4N 
EVATT, a school friend who lost it after the pictures last summer and whose ftit-
ure husband, either ASHWORTH or CHARLIE, appears to stispect the imposture, 
which has been connived at by SARAH, an e.x-driU sergeant tvho is believed to have 
a private income. GLORIA, or SUSAN, is telling the glad netvs to her uncle; it « 
a mottient instinct ivith the soft light of summer and the smell of goldfish. "^''^"^ 
READ ON. 
NOW 
The man with the heavy lidded eyes swiv-
elled oh his squat neck. 
"So you and this guy matriculated to-
gether in the same room, didja? Keep talk-
ing." 
"It was nuthin', Joe. Nuthin'. He don't 
mean a thing to me." She raised passion-
streaked eyes and a harsh choking sob shook 
her spare figure. They looked over to the 
spare figure, which stood in the corner under 
a dust-sheet. 
"Shut up," they both snartcd together, and 
the girl went on. ' . , 
"II don't mean a thing, Joe. Matricula-
tion don't mean Ihe same as it usta—any-
body'U tell ya that.-It's just somelhin' ya 
do . . ." 
"Yeah, and ya've done it," grated the man 
with the heavy eyes. "Now ya wanna go some 
place with this guy for a coupla years . . ." 
"It ain't that at all, Joe,"—her rich vibrant 
voice was heavy with emotion—"I told ya I 
ain't goin' WITH him. We're just goin' to the 
same place, that's all." . , ^ . 
"Yeah?" grunted the heavy man with the 
lidded eyes, "and what ya gonna do there? 
"1 told ya, Joe;"—'her inmost soul strained 
towards him, plciding for understanding - -
"I told ya, Joe,"—her inmost soul strained 
"Work? Ya mean there's dough in it?' , 
"Not at first, J«ic,"—-a small faint hope 
quickened within her at this first sign of a 
.,«f»»r,in<. tn w,v tn<istpnt obduracv—"but ai-
"Out geltin" the fish and chips to keep you 
in idleness." The lidded man eyed her 
heavily, but Gloria had been swept away by 
the wings of memory to those far-off days 
laden with the treasures of childhood happi-
ness which her'so-called uncle's chance words 
had conjured up. 
What manner of creature was she, this 
strange,' fey creature who seemed, except in 
certain vital measurements, more of a shy 
child, a timid woodland creature, than a 
scventecn-ycar-old woman of the world, a 
mature creature of warm flesh and hot blood? 
Rather than in the groves of Academe, one 
would have thought to meet her in the flower-
decked haunts Pan, and, indeed, all of her 
sisters had become nurses. 
What immeasurable force could tear this 
lovely elfin creature from the lands of fancy 
to a seesaw existence in the worid of every-
day, swincing to and fro between the kcturc-
room and" her sinister "uncle"? 
"Your ma's been gone a long lime." The 
rough voice of the man who described him-
self as her- uncle shattered her reverie. 
"Gee, Joe," she breathed, "it ain't hardly 
every day a girl cops a scholarship in 
England, d'ya reckon." 
.. He ignored her words, and stood watching 
her, his loose mouth working, ond working 
so well that he was able to speak, 
"Gloria, honey"—his voice was frighten 
It is to be feared that those who dispute 
the evidence about the carrying out oflhat 
policy do so, not from Tove of truth, but 
from a desire to vindicate Ihc memory of 
the Nazis. It is also to be feared that these 
people are unwilling to admit to- themselves 
that anti-Communists could ever be as 
wicked as the Communists. Perhaps that is 
why one of them advised us to shed our' 
tears for contemporary Hungary rather than 
for the Jews. 
We should shed no tears for Hungary. Wc 
should shed no tears for the Jews. Wc should 
simply recognise and remember that "these 
are the things which men have done in vain 
and wicked pursuit of ends wrongly deemed 
to be more important than the lives of other 
men. 
We should use the testimony of the past 
to remind ourselves that these things are the 
invariably probable result of incorrect moral 
and political analysis, of submission of the 
intellect to the will of others, and of faith 
and certainty in areas of human thought and 
existence where there should be (if only for 
the sake of safety) a modicum of sceptical 
pragmatism. 
The second heresy is subtle and insidious. 
It is also very dangerous. 
This heresy consists in the cruel and lazy 
belief that a man who is suspected of crime 
niay be hunted down in flagrant violation of 
international law and of the law of the Slate 
in which'-he has sought refuge. 
It is very foolish lo say that there is here 
only a fine legal point, a legalistic quibble. 
All' the millions of people who today arc 
saying that, and who arc solving their attenu-
ated consciences by imagining that Eichmann 
"deserves" what he is getting, are betraying 
how perfunctory is their respect for civilisa.! 
tion- and justice and how slap-dash their con-
ception of the way human society ought to 
function. , 
What sort of justice is it, that is ca.st 
aside at the whim of those In power? It is 
the sort of justice which sanctioned Hitler's 
"final solution" of the Jewish problem. 
And what sort of society is it that, having 
built up a complex and expensive mechanism 
for ensuring that men are not ill-treated at 
the dictates of haste and passion, casts aside 
that mechanism when it is most necessary? 
Israel has displayed an arrogant contempt 
for international law and morality. To jus-
tify her illegal actions she has resorted to 
such transparent abu.ses of language as the 
contention that Eichmann left Argentina 
voluntarily. 
The reason for Israel's attitude is not far 
to seek. She was established in defiance of 
international law, and continues to ignore 
the boundaries laid down for her by the 
United Nations. 
Perhaps wc need not blame the Jews for 
the wrongs thev committed to set themselves, 
up as an indeiJcndent Stale; certainly there 
is nothing to be gained by trying to restore 
the discredited status quo ante. 
Bui it is right and proper to demand, fronx 
Israel, here and now, that she cease (and pay 
compensation for) her lawlessness — not 
simply because she commillcd a technical 
violation of Argentinian sovereignty, but 
because she dclibcralclv embarked on a 
course of conduct of a kind which, once per-
mitted, would be rapidly and totally destruc-, 
tive of international law, confidence and good 
faith. 
The fact of the matter is that Argentina 
(or Australia, or Cambodia) is even better 
legally qualified than Israel to try Eichmann. 
Nothing much is to be gained by trying the 
wretched fellow—his dcalh will deter no one, 
and can only serve to satisfy a rather 
unpleasant desire for revenge. 
The progress of humanity would have been 
better served \i Eichmann had been allowed 
to live.out his life in Argentina, nitlier tim 
that he should have been .seized from tjis 
place of refuge with a noisy display of sclt-
richtcous cunning and illegal force. 
—J. M. FINNIS. 
STAR* DUST 
The President's a scholar* and a 
gentleman* to hoot, 
said the colonel. "Wc thought the abos were t^ g^gutJgf] jfs a good thing your poor old 
in the house." mother isn't here to sec it--" 
The house was full of troopers, but Slade "Mother," the girl breathed, her. tender 
kissed Joyce's Australian lips. Nobody mind- spjru touched by the images that name re-
S "BeSit," said Sladc. He was a man of called. "If only she were here. I know shed 
few words understand." She stood a moment with bow-
NEWMAN, ed head. 'Where is she, anyway? 
closer—"Gloria—" 
Gloria looked desperately around, but all 
the doors and windows were locked and 
barred. She dodged his hot hands only to 
run Into his bot breath, and she saw the hot 
lust inrhis eyes. 
(To,be Continued.). 
And if you do "not hurt him he 
won't do you any hann^^^, 
His power to censor JPeljcanritnever 
bothers us; 
Wc gladly* make some changfes, and 
wc always mark them thus—(*). 
March, 1961 
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MISSING OR ILLEGIBLE 
Fees 
npEACHER-TRAINlNG in South, Aus-
A jralia. Western Australia, Tasmania 
• and Queensland presents a picture of 
acute shortage •qmbined with rnakeshift 
and sub-University standard instruction. 
I suggest that it is unrealistic fo ponder 
the theory of teacher-training without look-
ing at the practical context operative today. 
It is idle to spend much time writing about 
the iniquities of the bond system. No alter-
native for staffing schools is a remote possi-
bility. 
However, one's theoretical views on the 
status of teaching as a profession are of the 
utmost relcv.ince to one's views on solving 
the teacher shortage. 
Grossly temporary solutions as wc find 
widely practised in Auslralia today, where 
Spimary teachers are transferred to the sccon-ary service, where one-year courses are 
common and where persons who have barely 
passed first year University are gladly re-
ceived in High schools, are anathema to those 
who believe in (he dignity and importance of 
education. Yet if wc are 80 teachers short, 
as we are in South Australia, what do wc 
do? A mature age graduate and post gradu-
ate training scheme is an expensive solution 
and the cost of schools is prohibitive. Which 
points lo our third problem; where is the 
money to come from? The issue of Federal 
aid is inevitable. 
At present everything is makeshift and 
while Teachers' Federations struggle for 
status. Education Departments admit incom-
petent and ill-qualified teachers lo their 
ranks. 
As the "Times" Educational Supplement 
ob.scrvcd, ". . . the need for more scientists 
and the devotion of teachers has ulrcady 
given the calling a greater acknowledgment 
of professional status than it could really 
insist upon. Uniil a body of people control 
the standard demanded for new nicnTbcrs, 
until they can decide who shall be allowed 
to join (hem and who shall not they will 
remain a profession only by courtesy." 
Teaching and education can fulfil, at least 
potentially, all the criteria of professional 
status.' • Following Professor Sanders in the 
Auslralian Journal of Education,-Vol. .3, No. 
1, wc can aflirni thai: 
Profcssioiitil Criteria 
• There is "a recognised body ot profes-
sional knowledge, capable of being taught 
at University standard, and mostly, 
though not entirely, at the undergraduate 
level." 
• There arc "values to be realised and ethi-
cal standards to be maintained." 
• There is "an area of investigation capable 
of profitable exploration by ihc usual 
methods of science or social science." 
• There is a place for the "general pracli-
lioncr as well as the specialist." 
• There arc "techniques and skills to be 
mastered." . 
• There is sm "art" as well as a "science" in 
the practice of the profession. 
There could be " . . . a society or associa-
tion of all practitioners to further the objec-
tives of the profession as a whole." 
There is no point in observing that "good 
teachers need not have degrees," It is true 
that a person may be a "natural" teacher but 
where the safeguarding of a profession's 
standards is in question such a view is inad-
missible. What is required is a Set of criteria 
the fulfilment of which will make likely the 
production of competent teachers. Like all 
general rules they.will not be perfect. 
Tht dcsidcration of a degree does not limit 
Ihe degree to Arts and Science. For primary 
teachers a Bachelor of Education would be 
envisaged. It is important not to discrimi-
nate between the primary service and the 
secondary service.. We arc teaching children 
as well as mathematics and children are more 
difficult to teach than young adults, Il is 
by Alec Hyslop 
m 
essential that' primary teachers see their task 
in relation to the continuous overall process 
of education. 
As it is, in Australia, the usual teachers' 
college course is of two years, and concen-
trates on methods of teaching, professional 
attitudes, and the subject matter and skills 
of primary school or lower secondary school. 
1 submit that Professor Sanders is correct' 
when he writes that: "There is no doubt Ihal 
a better all-round preparation for teachers 
might be gained in a University School of 
Education." 
The new policy of the Briii.sh Government 
is lo increase the basic training of teachers 
from two fo three years. 
W. B. O'Conncll sees the primary teacher 
as "a person of wide culture and breadth of 
interest, and, having a grasp of the principles 
of human growth and development." This 
view is comparatively recent and a few 
pcrsons'outside'cducationisis hold it. 
I submit that teaching is a profession, and 
if teaching is looked upon, as it oughl to be, 
as education, then its essentially liberal ahd 
autonomous nature emerges. But this liberal 
profession is generally in the hands of Gov-
ernment departments in.Australia. 
Such a state of affairs is inimical to the 
free development of liberal principles. Only 
in a University can the principles behind 
education receive free expression, aiid we 
should' adopt as policy the view that all 
teacher-training should be handled by Uni-
versities. At present, control is in the hands 
of administrators who, if they are successful, 
are so because of a flair for "pressure-
cooking." 
With University control the way would be 
open for a rise in professional status. How-
ever, certain changes would have to be made 
in curricula and methods of instruction. If 
we study the curricula taught by Australian 
training colleges, the main fact that emerges 
is overcrowding. There is too much to do 
in too short a time. 
The ideal of tcrtiarv education is that the 
student be his own master with time lo ihink 
or time to waste. A primary trainee needs 
(o be badgered nearly every minute of his 
day with a consequent emphasis on know-
ledge aS such, whereas effectual instruction 
inculcates principles. One does not produce 
a good teacher in two or three or even five 
years. One makes possible the devclopmenl 
or acquisition of knowledge by rigorous 
instruction in a part of the whole discipline. 
Alec Hyslop. 
In A Democratic Society... 
People who were undergraduates in 
the J930's very ofien deplore the lack of 
interest in politics exhibited by students 
today. 
Recently the difference in outlook between 
the two generations was nicely shown by 
their differing reactions to events in South 
Africa. 
Most of Ihe staff of New England Univer-
sity protested lo the Prime Minister, to Ihe 
Leader of the Opposition and io the High 
Commissioner for South Africa about the 
events at Sharpcvillc and about the South 
African Government's policy of Apartheid. 
I believe that t^ ie students of this univer-
sity, through their elected represenlalives on 
Ihe Students' Representative Council, con-
sidered whether they should make some pro-
test, but decided to do nothing because the 
question was political. 
To people of my generation ihis seems a 
breath-takingly fatuous judgment. Of course, 
the question was, and is, "political," just as 
are most questions worth serious attention: 
or, so we used to feel. 
However, the Editor of "Neucelus" asked 
me fo write an article justifying, or attempt-
ing to justify, the belief that students oughl 
to lake more interest in politics. 
Expertise Unchecked 
Let mc start by telling a story concerning 
a friend who is at present Professor of 
Geography al the National University. Soon 
after the lasl war, Professor Spate told me, 
he was sent to Germany by the British Gov-
ernment as a high-ranking de-Nazification 
oflSiccr, His duty was to take charge of quite 
a large area of Germany and, working 
through a German opposite-number, he had 
to censor textbooks, to send out'directives to 
teachers' organisations, university professors 
imd .so on, trj'ing to e.\plain to the conqUercd 
Germans what democracy meant. 
- Spate began by saying to his German col-
league, "Now the first thing you must under-
stand, Hcrr So-and-So, is that if democracy 
is to work, people must never trust the ex-
perts." 
"1 beg your pardon, Professor," said the 
German. "Surely, in a democratic society, 
the experts know best. One finds the experts 
and one asks them what it is best to do. Then 
one does it. Is it not so?" 
"No,", said Spate, "you must NEVER trust 
NEVER. NEVER 
Trust the Experts 
the experts in a democratic society," and he 
went on to explain what he meant — that 
although expert advice is essential in getting 
anything done in the complicated technical 
.society of today, it is even more essential that 
Ihe ordinary man should forever criticise the 
results of the experts' work. 
He should watch them closely and critic-
ally, be they experts in politics or physics or 
history or anything else. He should not ever 
accept a sl;itcmcnl as necessarily true just 
because it is made by a constituted authority. 
He should try and ihink about it for him-
self, even if it should be, God save the mark, 
POLITICAL. 
The results of the contrary policy were 
strikingly demonstrated during World War II 
in Germany. Between seven and nine (7 and 
9) million men, women, children and babies 
in arms were systemaiicully ex'terminaled in 
concentration camps at Belsen, Auschwitz 
and elsewhere, because Ihcy had had. the poor 
taste to be born of non-German parents. 
These people \Vcre done to death by the most 
expert means, under the most hygienic con-
ditions. They were political.prisoners and the 
German people had long since handed over 
control of. political matters to a willing band 
of self-appointed experts. Hence they were 
abl« to plead that it was nothing to do with 
them when two thirds of the Jewish popula-
tion of Poland was wiped oul< 
It is interesting to,remember also, that Dr 
Verwoerd, Prime .Minister, of South Africa 
and chief proponent of the Apartheid policy, 
has. a doctocate of Philosophy, and that his 
particular fields of expertise arc in Psy-
chology anil./Anthropology. This-of course 
makes him .an expert, by definition,-in racial 
relations,.and many people in South Africa 
arc content to feel, no doubt, that this is 
sufficient reason for trusting him and his 
judgment. Relatives of Ihe Bantu peoplCrWho • 
died.at Sharpcville probably have less trwt 
in Ihc judgment of experts, and less anxiety 
to keep clear of "political." questions. 
—RUSSELWARD. 
Quesfipn 
EARLY in January, Albert Camus died. He was a Frenchman who wrote, 
among other things, some short stories 
about Algeria and was criticised because 
in Ihcm he offered no solution to Algeria's 
problems. ,^  
The same criticism was applied lo E. M, 
Forster's "A Passage loTndia," a^ o^vel about 
racial antogonism in India during the twen-
ties. It offered, the critics said, no soluiion 
iiT political or sociological terms for India's 
difficulties. 
Camus and Forster rank as two of the 
great writers of this century. It is significant 
that Ihcy could show how the polilical'cvil 
caused by the barriers between men stains 
everyone who comes within its compass, hul 
Ihey could not propose a remedy for this 
form of evil. 
Both of Ihem saw clearly that the innocent 
are shot and imprisoned along with the guilty, 
thai reprisals wipe out the well-meaning advo-
catc of tolerance as well as the unscrupulous 
militant. But the only consolation they offer-
ed is that despite jack-boots and hlack-and-" 
(ans, the human virtues exist. 
Courage, sympathy, compassion—these 
things remain our weapons against the 
changing forms of evil. The troubles in Ire-
land, or India, or Algeria, or Cyprus, are the 
troubles that face us every day, only in « 
graver form. 
Hale and fear, cynicism and disillusion-
ment, suspicion and resentment arc always 
with us. Misunderstandings because of them 
are possible in any human relationship. A 
chance word, an equivocal gesture can divide 
the closest friends, the most consant lovcis. 
Ordinarily there is the broad and charitable 
view. We can take the trouble- of always 
placing the finest construction on anothcrs' 
words and deeds. 
But the wider the distances between men, 
the harder h is for human charity to unite 
Ihcm. We are always slightly suspicious of 
people in another social, racial, or religious 
group. We are-ncver as sure of their re-
actions as wc are of people who share our 
own background and beliefs. No matter how 
careful we are, or how eager to break dc\wn 
the barriers, something remains of them.. 
Where gulfs exist, we can only reach across 
them; where no gulfs exist, we arc safe to 
shake hands. 
It is di/ficult for individuals lo meet, diffi-
cult for groups m compose their differences. 
Yet in these two cases charily is not ex-
cluded. A perfect- friendship is not impos-
sible. It is not impossible for groups of 
people to live in peace wilh each other. 
But when one race, considers itself 
superior to another the difficulties arc almost 
insuperable. How can "lesser brceds.without 
the law" be expected to tolerate rulers who-
lake such arrant poppycock seriously? 
How can rulers be just when they con-
sider tho.se they fiovcrn little belter than ani-
mals? Anomalies, injustices, inequalities 
occur under any administration, ^ut when 
a people arc ruled by an alien race .such 
things have grave I'cpcrcussions, 
Resentment on one side; intraasigcncc on 
the other; suspicion and bitterness coniinually 
generated; evil everywhere, and everyone 
responsible—all those who govern, a.s .well 
as those ..who arc governed. It is Kippcning 
now, today, in Africa, America, and even 
here. 
This is the pressing question of our cen-
tury, and there is no doubt that it wilt be 
solved. 1961 has begun W'th Dc Gaulle 
reaffirming France's policy of sclf-dttcrmina-
lion for Algeria. His speech to the French 
people will probably be remembered longer 
than hi.s leadership of Free France during 
World War II. 
It conveyed a message of hope lo those 
who arc fighting Ihc most important battle 
of our time. 
Figaro. 
a day in tlpiUfiofHrny Cmdd, studmt 
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ARMIDALE has a floating population •qif'about one hundred aborigines, 
*(ho live on" a reserve, condescendingly 
termed by the local inhabitants as "The 
Dump," jiist outside the city boundary. . 
The accompanying photograph may serve 
to illustrate what 1 mean, for those who have 
thus far been successfully scgrcgaled. 
How did this state of affairs come about? 
The rather trile fact that "our nation" was 
systcmotically taken from its original owneri, 
in exchange for a few worthless trinkets and 
many gory skirmishes, is necessarily ignored, 
even by the idealists,, at Ihis stage. 
The country was theirs: Our ancestors 
look it and relegated the native inhabitants' 
lo the position of inferior outcasts-r-our job 
is to rc-assimiUUc them. 
There are approximately 13,000 people of 
aborigin.il extraction in 'N..S.W.—of whom 
about 240 are full-bloods.' The birth-rate is 
increasing slowly but certainly. 
In this advanced age, where we flatter our-
selves as being "humanitarian," il would be 
fatuous (o suggest- that any while human 
being is so degenerate as to object to Ihe 
different colour of a fellow human bcing''s 
skin. . 
It seems that this objection, where it exists, 
is due to standards of health and hygiene and 
the generally low standard of living main-
tained by the aborigines. Thus the problem 
is reduced lo raising their standard of living 
so that wc can happily accept them into the 
community and Ihey can be more capable of 
> adapting themselves lo a "civilised" way of 
life. 
The Aborigines' Welfare Board in New 
Soulh Wales sums up its policv as "assimila-
tion." Mr H. J. Green, the Superintendent 
of Aborigines' Welfare in New .South Wales, 
says: "By assimilation, the Board means the 
bringing of aborigines into the general com-
munity so that they are part and parcel of 
that community, yet do not lose Iheir racial 
idenlhy." 
, *Thc Board does this principally through its 
' Welfare Oflicers who each operate within a 
definite area of the State and are mainly con-
cerned wilh aborigines who .do not live on 
reserves or stations. 
These Welfare Officers endeavour to 
"bring about the assimilation of these people 
by improving their standards of education, 
housing, health and hygiene, and to fo.stcr 
better social relations with the whole com-
munity." The Board has been heartily crili-
*• ciscd by many people closely associated wuh 
the problems. 
However, in some cases, it is thwarted in 
its efforts by other bodies. 
For instance, in Lismore, there are 200 
aborigines'living just out of Ihe town in a 
low-lying, unhealthy area. The Board ap-
proached the local town council about buying 
ground on which to build decent homes and 
the council refused unequivocally. 
In Moree, where there arc 800 aborigines" 
out of a population of 5,000, the council 
issued its notorious edict, forbidding abori-
gines.to swim in the town baths. They arc 
also accommodated in a separate part of the 
hospital. 
Boanl Policy 
The Board's policy is not to interfere with 
local councils—even .when such barbarous 
revocation' of human rights as this are being 
pcrpelrntcd. 
No doubt, al! of us were (and arc) highly 
shocked at Ihe principles so flagrantly abused 
in South Africa aijd Little Rock, etc. [ 
suggest we righl our own glaring wrongs 
- before ve moralise in high-pitched voices 
about the wrongs of others. 
The main criticism levelled at the Abori-
gines' Protection. Act concerns Section 9, 
which constituted il an offence lo serve liquor 
to an aborigin.nl who is 'not a holder of an 
. exemption certificate. 
An exemption ccrtificnie is issued to those 
aborigines who have satisfied the authorities 
that they arc capable of making a living for 
themselves in the general community. This 
means that Ihcy enjoy all the rights of the 
ordinary whitc..citlzcn, which differ from the 
aboricines'"o'nIy in the matter of alcohol 
>(apairfrom one other siectibn, which confers 
^n Vlclfare Officials the.right lo,govern the 
X oflpiMplc'living iH •Rpservej),"^*,,- ->' 
ft Nanialjira, the^most famous "Aus-
tO'have lived, having beeri exempted 
lU^ a "citizen" about a year before he 
wis sentenced to six months' imprison-
i^ supplying his friends and relatives 
'ijtohol—as any aboriginal can be sup-
•^ alcohol any day, despite the-law. 
| c mighty bureaucratic hand was out 
;e|ils tyrannical powers al the expense 
|rcal mim, this was it. 
y'authorities are sure that since this 
Only tangible difference between white 
kk, both parties have translated it into 
bol of citizenship. This, apart from 
bad in principle, m<^ "^s that many 
ncs drink to excess in- mere defiance 
The Problem 
in Armidale 
—and alcoholism is probably the main over-
all problem. 
Another very serious problem is that of 
obtaining suitable employment for not only 
Ihc adults, but also those of school-leaving 
age, 
Mr Green says, "For too long it has been 
accepted that aboriginal girls can only enter 
domestic service, while men and boys arc fit 
for nothing apart from labouring on farms 
or on railways. 
"Jl is not until the general communily can 
be made to understand that there are those 
who arc capable of higher things, that any 
encouragement will ever exist for aborigines 
to attempt to better the prospects and look 
to other fields for their employment. The 
much too prevalent negative altitude of the 
genera! community ro Ihe aborigines docs not 
encourage ihcm to seek independence, and 
as a result many of the aborigines seem to 
have no desire lo be assimilated." 
Emeritus Professor A. P. Elkin, Vice-
Chairman of the Aborigines' Welfare Board, 
and the greatest authority on the 'subject, 
says: 
"Wc could make all persons of aboriginal 
descent in Auslralia full citizens, with the 
right to obtain alcohol, with the franchise, 
with freedom from .all special legislation and 
wilh the righl to all Social Service benefits 
wilh no restrictions whatever. 
Apsi-stance Needed 
"1 would not object, provided the Welfare 
Boards and Aboriginal Departments slill had 
the power to help the aborigines over and 
above Ihc assistance they would get from the 
normal social and welfare agencies. The rea-
son is that they would still be aborigines, 
and,""as such, have special problems arising 
from their racial and historical background, 
and from the prejudice which still exists to-
wards them. This help will be necessary for 
.some time, a few generations maybe; though 
wc are working for the time when it will not 
be necessary." 
I would like lo suggest that (here are two 
things needed most importantly. First, we 
should go out of our w.iy to be genuinely 
friendly towards them—lo shosv them thai 
we are not bigoted racists, as wc must appear 
to be, simply through the lack of sufficient 
nousc lo realise that this is OUR problem 
and one which wc should feel it incumbent 
upon us to solve as expediently as possible. 
Also wanted urgently is that ever-lacking 
commodity—money. It is estimated that 
ii million would he suflicicnl lo adequately 
house all the aborigines in New South Wales 
today, who .trc at present living in conditions 
which are positively rcnulsivc. 
Wc arc often heard .o pride ourselves on 
being the nioM dcmjcialic and humane 
"^ country in the world In fact, the pedestals 
on which we have .•Icvyted ourselves are 
built on foundations ..s flimsy and vomit-
worlhy as was Hiiler'*- theory of racial superi-
ority. I suggest we feiiltocale ourselves to 
where wc really belong, as intoleranl segre-
gationists who purpo.^ ely blind our^elvcs to 
fads we don't like lo admit e.xisi 
and Brisbane 
LET'S band New Guinea back to the natives. Sure under their own con-
trol they will be no worse off than our 
friends the aborigines in their sctUcments 
like W o o r a b i n d a . Good place, 
Woorabinda. 
The aborigines are only allowed to go so 
far down the main street on Sunday in 
their efforts to convert Ihc whites to Chris-
tianity. 
None the less al their pmycr meetings Ihcy 
still pray for us so wc should be prclly right. 
Sure some limes they're not able to get 
^along io the prayer meetings. They have been 
otherwise detained. 
Things arc a hit rough it you h.ippen 
to be a schoolteacher thera You never know 
what son of a class you've got. 
You'll look ;iround and ask where so and 
so is and be lold that he's in the boob. Yes, 
that's in fifth grade. Chuck him" in with the 
rest—(he old i.igs—the young kids all to-
gether. Nobody minds. There's nothing wrong 
with everybody being in the boob together. 
If you haven't got some sort of a record 
there's 5oniplhing wrong with you. 
Remember the bloke who lished out ihe 
kids in the Mcdway Creek disaster. He's 
taught Sunday .School there, too. .Somctim s^s 
he wouldn't be there cither. 
The pastor of ihe Aborigines' Inland Mis-
sion church up there upset his males no end 
when he was converted. Busted all his methy-
lated spirit bottles and poured out the con-
tents. They reckoned it was a heil of a waste. 
They have a nice ne\v^ girls' dormitory 
there. The boys' dormitory looked an "eye-
sore." .So. under instructions, il was painted. 
They didn't do iinylhing about ihc white anis 
in it, however. 
The children there are chubby tummied 
with spindly legs—ihey can't be much else on 
a diet consisting of mainly damper. 
.So the hell with politics. These Ihings are 
done under Ihc authority of a polhician. The 
other week was National Aborigines Week. 
But let's forget all about it for another twelve 
months. 
Crime Wave 
THOSE of you who read the court re-ports will be all too familiar with 
judicial pronouncements tq the effect that 
crime comics breed delinquency. 
While 1 have never fcally queried this^  
there has nevertheless been a nagging l^oubt 
lurking in the back of my mind. With all 
the Agatha Christie books and plays devoted 
lo ingenious crimes among England's upper-
crust, why has there been no outbreak of 
crime in the regions io which these books arc 
most read? Why, for instance, is there such 
a low incidence of bizarre crimes on Syd-
ney's North Shore? 
For a while I toyed with the idea that the 
people there might lack the imagination or 
even the get-up-and-go attitude needed lo 
carry out such criminal acts. But surely, 1 
reasoned, residents of an area featuring both 
the new M.L.C. building and "Greenway" 
flats would be perfectly capable of the most 
incredible crimes. 
Anyhow, all my doubts were dispelled lasl, 
Wednesday with the arrival of the "North, 
Shore Times." Here was featured as a front ' 
page headline " 'Mystery Dumper' ' dupes 
Kuring-gai." 1 quote the story almost in full: 
"A mystery rubbish dumper has been at. 
work in Ihe Kuring-gai Municipality. 
" The Dumper' collects rubbish from resi-
dents who pay him to take h fo the council's 
lip. 
"Instead, he dumps the rubbish anywhere. 
"Nobody seems to have a clue as lo the 
identity of 'The Dumper'." 
Now it's air very well in cases like Ihis to 
side wilh the residents and say that "The 
P.u.mp'cr'.', musl be apprehended immediately.. 
i"ihinkJ'jhoWcvflT,'. tfici those" wjio '«ay .ihis are.' 
running away,from a vital social problem. 
Can wc trample down the underprivileged 
or the unconventional simply to appease a 
powerful minority? For one thing is clear lo 
me— "The Dumper" feels insecure on Ihc 
North Shore. 
Just imagine yourself in what most be his 
position. You live in a sirect of luxurious 
homes. Outside every other home is a larjge, 
WQll-fcd, expensive pile of rubbish, shrieking 
prosperity to the rest of the world. Outside 
your modest dwelling there is nothing but 
bare green lawn. What would you do—run 
away, or Swear to find some rubbish of your 
own? For a man of spirit there could be only 
.one possible choic?. 
Mystery Dumper 
Plagues Sydney 
Imagine -c Dumper's" hi....i:;3tion when 
forced lo carry out his decision. An other-
wise well-respected citizen of a well respected 
suburb dressing himself up in the left-over 
clothes of his gardener and knocking on 
strange doors lo ask for any spare rubbish. 
Our sense of pity and helplessness at such-a 
spectacle can be alleviated only by imagining 
the exhilaration he must have fell when re-
turning home wi:h his hoard of rubbish. 
One can imagine his mounting excitement 
al the case with, which his pride had been 
restored. 
Bot now, with so many who have risen 
from the depths lo being the equal of any 
man, his sense of achievement is replaced by 
feelings of ambition and greed. He is no 
longer satisfied.,He mu.st have more rubbish 
than anyone else. He makes trip after trip, 
and with Ihc success of each trip his excilc-
ment increases. Gone forever are the days 
when he had no rubbish. He fills his back-
yard, then his front yard, until finally there 
is no place left but his house. 
Ihis is his first sober moments for weeks. 
He pauses, turns around to survey his 
domain, patises again, then collapses onto a 
nearby mattress, his. head in his hands. 
For a while there .is silence. Then, some-
whcw.in t.ht'ipile,.a-broken,:spring creaks^ 
tmder pressure .froiin abover Another' nioans 
an answer, There is a clank as a tin changes 
position. Another does the same. And an-
other, and another, until with a great grind-
ing roar, the whole face of the pile begins 
to slide. Tins and bottles, springs and chairs, 
beds and bookcases all pour into the street 
in a terrifying avalanche of rubbish. For two 
minutes that seem like eternity, the roar is 
deafening. But slowly, the rubbish finds its 
level. The lust tin and the last spring finally 
come to rest. Once more there is silence, 
Prom within the swtriing. clouds of dust; 
"The Dumper" emerges, his eyes fixed, his 
face blank and cxprcsJiionlcss. Mechanically 
he picks up a tin and throws it into kis truck. 
He follows it with the splintered leg of what 
wasonce a chair. Loading qnly one object 
at a lime, he gradually fills the truck with the 
precious rubbish. His expression unchanged, 
he climbs into Ihe cabin, starts the engine, 
and moves off into the night. 
He drives for hours, sometimes retracing 
his steps, sometimes crossing his old path, 
never really seeing where he is going. Fimilly 
he grinds to a halt in an unlit street. For a 
moment all is slill, while afound him the 
houses brood, each jealously guarding its |>i!e 
of rubbish. 
In a fit of rage, "The Dumper" leaps from 
the cabin of the truck and commences hurl-
ing the contents of his load on to the well-
kept liiNvns and into the: well-kept gardens. He 
works quickly and he departs hastily. 
That night he makes trip after trip, each 
lime disgorging his loud in a diflerent place. 
It is nearly dawn before his task is over, and 
as the sun sheds its morning light on the 
shrubs, he brings his truck to a hall for the 
lasl time. Exhausted, he staggers wearily to-
ward his bed, and, ignoring such trivia as 
pyjamas, pauses only to remove his shoes. 
Within minutes he is asleep, and within hours 
he is on the way to recovery. Within only 
days he is fully recovered and once more 
ready to face the outside world. 
Would you prosecute? 
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C. p. SNOW last year gave a-lecturc * entitled, "The Two Cultures and the 
Scientific Revolution." In this he 
developed the thesis ot the existence in 
the West of two cultures, the scientific 
and Titcrary, which have grown apart 
from one another to t h e i r mutual 
disadvantage. 
Some of Ihc mailers which Snow discusses 
arc often beard in a distorted form in the 
traditional and sterile Science versus the 
Humanities debate. 
Science and the Humanities arc two very 
tired work horses. 
They arc put through their paces when 
someone remarks upon the obvious need for 
an increased number of scientists and tecti-
nologists in any modern induslnal society if 
il is to survive. 
With the monotony of a conditioned retlcx, 
the reply is made that the value of the Huma-
nities must not be lost sight of. 
What exactly "Science" or ihe Humani-
ties" arc. what the value of the Humanities 
is to whom they are valuable and why_lhc 
tr'aining.of more scienlisls and technologists 
will lead to Ihc Humanities being neglected 
more than they ar« now. is seldom made 
Though il is possible lo talk wilh some 
meaning about the scientific method, the 
attitude of people trained in it, the attitudes 
of people trained in letters, history, philo-
sophy or even theology, and the altitudes of 
individual novelists, poets and painters it is 
very doubtful whether anything but ambi-
guity results from the'discussion of such 
highly abstract ideas as "Science" and the 
"Humanities." 
One of Ihe chief values of Snow s lecture 
is that by being very specific about scientists, 
the difference amongst them, and the effect 
of the application of scicnlific knowledge 
upon a society, he manages to clear away a 
great deal of ambiguity around the notion 
of "Science" in such a-phrase as "Science is 
materialistic." . . . . 
This is the inevitable platitude which is 
used in the great debate. It is alleged Ihal by 
training people as scientists the only benefit 
that will follow will be the improvement of 
our standard of living (measured in so many 
cars, washing machines, etc.) or an improve-
ment in our "defence" system and that the 
new light on 
an old debate? 
people so trained gain nothing more than a 
technical skill. . . . 
This is to confuse pure science with tech-
nology (the application of results of re-
search). The pursuance of pure scientific 
research is carried on by scientists as much 
for ils philosophical interest as for its pos-
sible practical application. . 
The results of scientific research may have 
ethical implications, e.g., the destroying of 
the ijiyalid association of the idea of sin with 
disease by tfie demonstration through medical 
research that disease was the result of natural 
c&uscs 
The intellectual discipline that a scientifij" 
training demands is valuable outside the 
limits of a particular science. It is probably 
the political control which is exercised over 
most cducalional systems that prevents this 
value from being realised. 
Both pure scientists and technologists lend 
lo be less materialistic than their fellow men 
because they care mainly for the satisfaction 
Ihcy gain from their work rather than for 
the trappings and comforts that a materialist 
civilisation offers. 
Very often they pursue Iheir work with the 
same intensity as the so-called "creative 
arlist." 
It is Ihis tendency for scientists to be con-
cerned only with their own narrow field, to-
gether with the impersonality of the scientific 
method, that constitutes the deficiency o f a 
purely scientific education. 
Of the several tens of thousands of scien-
tists which Snow interviewed in England dur-
ing the war very few had any understand-
ing, or even enjoyment of either literature or 
history, were quite unable to see that it had 
any relevance to them or their society, and 
were less capable of communicating on most 
subjects with someone of dieir own culture 
than with another scientist from an entirely 
different culture. 
This situation in England is made worse by 
the active hostility toward knowing anything 
of the sciences by literary intellectuals. 
Pondoro said: 
**U/hile there's life 
there's hope" 
\ 
She had plenty on her 
conscience! AU the evils 
which, afflict the human race had just escaped 
her box. Only/w/itf-7^ a delicate creature 
," . tliat needs a lot. of nurturing,:— remained. 
-J. ,.y ,. Xtisn't enough^i^erely tov^o/'tf everything, . . . 
wiU be all right. Call in your A;M.P. man, aiiid • 
;. with his help make jw« it is. , , 
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Because of this, neither group has fully 
understood the implications of the scientific 
revolution. . - ' 
Snow feels that the most important impli-
cation is the tremendous increase in economic 
power which occurs when'a society system-
atically applies the results of scientiiic re-
search. 
Significantly there is less of a gap between' 
his two cultures in both Russia and China. 
The power of Britain and the U.S.A., he^goes 
on, is likely to wane unless they can pro-
duce more scientists and technologists. 
While offering very little suggestion as to 
how a scientist can come to understand his 
humanist fellow, he states very bluntly that 
the refusal of writers to acknowledge the exis-
tence of the scientific revolution can only lead 
to the literary culture losing touch wilh Eng-
lish society because it is obvious that this 
revolution has and will alter much. 
It is curious that he docs not mention 
Orwell's fear that the increasing centralisation 
that scientific industry demands and the, 
greater control-over peoples' actions and 
thoughts which governments and pressure 
groups can work througK the applications of 
science will lead to a totalitarian government 
under which literature like that of the 
fast 400 years of Western Society cannot 
exist. 
It is probably time to say that the only 
significant thing that distinguishes us from 
Russia is the humanist tradition. It is lo pro-
tect this tradition, which is represented by the 
literary culture, that Snow wishes to match 
Ihe economic strength of Russia and the 
future Asia, 
While it is hard lo see h disappraring in 
England, J t is tenuous enough elsewhere in 
the West to encourage the belief that the 
training of more scientists, and more parlicu-
lariy, more technologists, in science and tech-
nology, alone, will be lo extinguish it alto-
gether. ^ 
We will in fact arrive at "1984" or "Brave 
New Worid." The evil of such anti-ulopias lies 
in Ihe loss of individual freedom and in the 
loss of the idea of personality without which 
a humanist could not exist. 
In short, a scientific training alone is in-
adequate for our present society because it 
will not train people who resist the 
forces tending toward lotalilarianism. It 
is no accident that in "Animal Farm" the 
capitalist and Communist eventually became 
indistinguishable. 
.D. W. COOPER. ^^  
The Great 
IJnion-Prama 
UNIVERSITY UNION, Wednesday, 1.15 
p.m. — Surrounded by a vast lunchtime 
crowd, estimated by Professor Messel at be-
tween four and five thousand, slim, faif^ 
haired Digby Chunks-Bovill (Mr Pymble of 
1958) modestly displayed the index finger of 
his. left hand to excited scientists, curious 
engineers and Unbelieving philosophers. 
Standing on the shoulders of a giri whose 
name I cannot remember, who wias standing 
on the shoulders of a man I could not place, 
who was standing on a chair on a table, I 
could plainly discern through my binoculars 
a cut measuring a good Iin across; although 
no blood was visible, the skin had been 
broken. 
Interviewed after the incident, Chunks-
Bovill said, in reply to ti question; "I must 
admit that I have always been proud of my 
. physical prowess and have always been 
strong for my age." 
The President of the Unioii, in a prepared 
stalemeni, said: "I regret, of course, that siich 
a thing coiild happen with a Union knife— 
this sort of publicity does the Union ^ no good. 
We,^lcst eaeh.knife. regularly for blunlnessi 
and i cannot'undei^iand how.'this •happened.* 
While I.do riot'wish to suggest that Chunks-
Bovill has made the story up, I do think he 
could have made a genuine mistake and had 
the cut already without being aware of it— 
the fact that one of our knives slipped on 
the same spot may have made him believe 
the knife actually cut him." 
The President of the S.R.C. said: "AU 
students who. eat in die Union arc morons 
and might to be shot." 
As we go to p'rcss we learn that Qhunks-
• BovlU's general condition is satisfactory, and 
he may be strong enough to attend a philo-
~ sophy tutorial by Friday.., 
• . —MARK BRAHAM. 
in the. 
Brain-Cell 
NIost people negotiate William Street 
with their eyes-shut, even at night. The 
cars in the window are interesting, but 
the neon signs above draw scant attention. 
This despite the fact that in recent years 
several virtuoso pieces have joined the 
concert—the electric newspaper that used 
a "Y" for "V" and was later taken down, 
perhaps because regulaLfeaders acquired 
a crippling crick in the neck; the electric 
clock that t3ne cannot read in the daytime 
and doesn't dare to trust at night, and 
finally, up there beside the duck-egg blue 
DUNLOP, an animated sign for a brand 
of tyre which one stares at in unbelief not 
unmixed with disapproval. * 
Our latter-day prophet Vance Packard 
whips himself into a staid fervour over gim-
micks much less vulgar than an arrow dart-
ing in and out of a pulsating circle. The lay-
man might think, on observing the piece and 
realising he is being taken for a sub-conscious 
ride, that the limit has been reached. Such 
hidden persuading, advertising Ihc common 
rubber tyre as a technicolour aphrodisiac, 
just can't be beat, or so he thinks. Stand by. 
Clip Coupon, leg-man for Spam, Spang 
and Splintering, rode the elevator to the 
design office of City Lights, Inc. Il was Clip's 
big day. Arpels van Clecf of City Lights had 
phoned that morning eariy; layouts and 
mock-ups of the Kiddypud Morning Gloryr 
ad. were ready. Clip liked Arpels, Arpels 
got on well with Clip. It was a warm worid. 
The elevator soughed to a stop at the 90th 
floor of the Canada Dry building. When the 
doors glided back the" floor of the corridor 
was genuine lamincx, m^de up to look like 
wood. Clip walked in luxury upon h: there 
wasn't much of that left in. 1999. This floor 
was up level with the roof of the city: Clip 
looked out into the sunlight. Warm, all right. 
In the Creative Department Arpels-van 
Clecf said hello. "Those layouts arc all fin> 
ished for you. Come and look." 
"Fine," said Clip Coupon. Arpel's lapels 
were real nylon tweed; pretty snazzy. City 
Lights looked after its bright boys, sure 
enough. 
"Tell me if I gel too technical," Arpels 
said, spreading out some sketches on a desk. 
"Wc had to go deep for this." 
Clip saw a sketch for a long electronic 
multi-phase turnpike hoarding. When he read 
Ihe scale he gasped. " . -
"Big stuff, eh?" winked Arpels proudly, 
decapitating a lube of smoke and drawing it 
back, "stretches, dear from Old Sydney to 
Ncwestcastle. It's an exercise in repetition." 
"How so?" asked Clip, dutifully. You 
could sec Arpels was enjoying himself, he 
drew on his smoke as though he had money 
to burn. 
"The problem with a breakfast food like 
Morning Glory," said Arpels, "is lo visually 
sell the growth concept. A stati^ sign can't 
do it, no matter how many""phases you 
build into it, without the baby-object bur-
geoning like a phoenix. The concept has to 
be geared down to a reasonable factor of 
multiplication. 
"Stats: department decided'a factor of fifty 
was ideal. Wilh an image-height of 40fl, we 
needed 80 miles of sign." 
."But . ...'I interjected Clip. .Arpels cut; 
him short. 
^ "Forget the cost. The Government kicks 
back. The hoarding illuminates the road, you 
see." 
•Clip's eyebrows went up several notches in 
admiration. There were no flics on • City 
Lights.' ' 
"Here's the pitch. We took 4,000 photo-
graphs of a baby during one year's growth. 
Every baby on the sign is one pf those photo-
graphs with a pipple loaded, with. Mornipg 
Glory crammed into Its maw. Each image 
looks the same as the others: the increments 
of increased size are too small'to consciously 
delect. 
"Sub-cDnsciousiy, though," ^and here 
Arpels warmed to his theme, "the consumer 
detects a steady growth, due to Kiddypud 
Morniiig' Glory breakfast food...of 50 times 
: the normal rate. The baby grows esc year 
-during the hour's ride to Newestcastlci He s 
^-impresscd."j.„t-V • ^^\-. A 
•I'And when he-gels out of .his car (in 
cstcasde," sold Clip, excited, "li^.biuy'ij 
ing Glory. "It's superb, Arp. Thart -* 
nothing like this since the'^cxy im.". 
"I-thought you'd like h.'? fj j 
~>^  "I'll get back and make out ij^t 
can promise you tharthe idea "mai 
. Wg." • , f • 
."Oh. go on." I 
Clip went. Kiddypud scllihgj 
load between Old Sydney and t^wej 
it was perfect, stunningly simple: 
His elevator was well past this 3D 
before he thought about the col 
driving cars going in the'other direcl 
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Goes Formal 
' V r a i S 1& a secular- measure. I agree 
•*• , that the Churches have the right, 
just as they have in other matters, to make 
their point of view known, bat I would 
hate to see- .the day when we were 
dominated by a theocracy." (Senator 
Brown, in debate on the Matrimonial 
Causes Bill, November, 1959). 
Such are Ihe sentiments prevalent in our 
society concerning the place of religion in 
pontics. The reasons for such sentiments are 
not tar to seek, and'.have always seemed to 
me to have given rise to an eminently sound 
working rule for our democracy. 
'Polilics has lo do with the machinery of 
government and lawmaking. In its laws 
society recognises and secures the interest-
social public and private—of "its members, 
the Churches have considerable interests in 
society, and that-thcy-sbould express'these 
inlercsls IS essential to the process of making 
laws democratically. 
'. Interests A n d T h e Communi ty 
A large modern society is divided by all 
sorts of group distinctions and antipathies, 
but it remains a community. If, as I believe, 
it is the function of lawmaking, and thus the 
businws of politics, to protect and co-ordi-
^ nale Ihe common life of Ihe communily as it 
IS lived by individuals in ALL kinds'of social 
relationships, then the Churches should be 
FREE to express Iheir interests; that is to 
say, to make pronouncements on matters of 
political concern, and to try, forpolitical pur-. 
pofics, lo win friends and influence people. 
Such is a ju-stification of Church action in 
politics according to purely secular considera-
tion of political theory or jurisprudence. ' 
For many religious people there Is a 
further Justification, grounded in their belief 
Ihiil the faith or Church to which they sub-
scribe expresses in absolute terms the truth 
about, to speak in general terms, the human 
condition. Once admit this premise, and it 
IS inevitable that the faith or'Church should 
noUbe debarred from pronouncing in society 
Ihe dictates of truth as they affect the actions 
of society—on the contrary, nothing can be 
more imjfortanl to society than that it should 
be guided by the truth as revealed lo the faith 
or Church. 
I Add to this premise Ihe natural religious 
Ifcelmg of duty to God to express "His 
Truth"; and one may well come to the 
opinion that the present relative political 
quj,cscence of religion in Australia and other 
largely Protestant countries is evidence only 
of the unwonted weakness and limitations of 
religious belief, and witness in our imc. 
What Do W c Fear? 
But one will also have discovered what il 
is that makes men fear the influence of or-
ganised religion in modern democratic poll-
tics. 
In the first place—to use the words of 
Senator Brown — "Church leaders do not 
hold a monopoly in relation to morality." The 
relation between morality and religion is not 
a necessary relalion; religion may affect mor-
ality, but it is not essential to it. 
This view, however, is not attractive to re-
ligious' people. Even if they do not conscious-
ly or verbally accept the Anglican formula, 
"Whosoever-will be saved, before all things 
il is necessary that he. hold the Catholic 
Faith," nevertheless that formula is at the 
basis of their belief, if only in the form of 
the essential religious assumption that what 
S believed is right beyond question and be-
yond challenge. 
^ The consequence of this particular re-
igious attitude is that pronouncements on 
jolitical subjects by religious persons qua re-
igious persons often tend to imply that any 
vho disagree with the pronounceinent are 
v/cJced or inimoral, as well as mistaken. The 
ensions of debate are exacerbated by sudi 
the ModernScene 
implications, and rationally temperate discus-
sion becomes difficult. 
Churchmen, moreover, often profess to be 
appealing to a higher law and a greater fund 
of wisdom; thus the Roman Catholic Senator 
Hannan said in the course of the" divorce 
debate: 
"The bishops of the early Chrislian' Church 
were dealing with the laws of marriage near-
ly 2,000 years before .this Bill was conceived 
-i"l "^  ••.•• u ^"'^"ssors of those self-same 
bishops win be dealing with the laws of mar-
riage 2,000 years after this measure has 
crumbled into the dust from which (it) 
should never have emerged." • * ' ' 
Those who disagree with a pronouncement 
of a Chbrch are said to be "casting a slur" 
on that Church: as Mr Daly. M.H.R., said 
m November, 1960: "When We study the 
speeches of the Attorney-Gencral on this Bill 
we find that continually he has cast slUrs on 
Churches of all denominations ihat have 
dared lo question this legal luminary." 
After Sir Garfield Barwick had given de-
tailed and uniformly courteous allcntion to 
the views of the Anglican Bishops oh divorce 
—an attention which Mr Daly, as wc have 
seen, regarded as a slur on the Church (note 
not on the views of the Church)—Sir Wil-
frid Kent Hughes and Senator McManus both 
made speeches to the effeci ihiit "in these 
days when there is a worid wide attack on 
religion in all forms by Communist, material-
ist ahd atheistic sources," and "when in every 
corner of the globe we have religions of all 
kinds being attacked by atheistic matcriahsm 
allied with a dialectical and diabolical philo-
sophy which seeks to undermine our way of 
life by undermining religion," wc should' ac-
cord "respect to the views of churchmen," 
who "are entitled to have their views heard" 
and not "to have ihem bluntly rejected," at 
least on "the base pretext that they can be 
regarded only as scruples." 
Meanwhile, in Melbourne Bishop Fox an-
• nounccd that those M.H.R.S who had voted 
for the Divorce Bill had forfeited all right 
to be called Christians. 
Only the witch who strained while from snow 
Star-flliell from willow, would cliiJl 
Seven dwarf stars in a mirror 
Mirror , 
OQ the wall so it showed: 
The Leans that glass could spill. 
(Smile) 
Mornings it sees the vrook-backcd ritual 
Of ginger hair put down or pulverised, prepares 
In these ways for one night's big scene: 
The wide-eyed kiss of a dreaming jewel. 
(One more) 
Night forma to order, trumpet and saxophone 
Clean glasss chorusing shivered blue cmptincRS 
when the ballroom balloons to others' dancing: 
Overdressed evening for a mirror to be alone. 
(Now look away) 
But a good girl ghould burgeon from lairial Ijjlls 
Fall clear of rcuiciiibcring's vine, be lovely 
As slic's drawn and cornered by the hollow hack 
Of a mirror 
Mirror 
.On the wall wJicre smiles flare a light-switch kills. 
11 hat's it) 
Clivc James 
— Power and Certitude 
Attack A n d Dissent 
These tendencies of churchmen to regard 
those who dissent from their views as wicked 
and to regard disagreement as an attack on 
what they most prize, Iheir- religion ("You 
are saying to people who believe marriage 
to be a sacrament, 'We flout in your face 
the fact that marriage is a sacrament' . . ."), 
arc tendencies which I consider inimical to 
sound discu.ssion of social differences. 
Behind the claims of modern Churches wc 
poor secular mortals seem to hear the words 
of Luther: 
"Heretics are not to be disputed with, but 
are to be condemned unheard, and whilst 
they perish by the fire, the faithful ought 
to pursue the evil lo its source, and bathe 
their hands in the blood of the Catholic 
bishops, and of the Pope, who is a devil in 
disguise." 
The ir Old Strength 
We are afraid that if ever the Churches 
regain their old strength and confidence, they 
would not content themselves with slating 
their interest as onb among many. We are 
impressed by Franco's Spain even while we 
rejoice in the moderation of Christian Demo-
cracy in Italy and Germany. As children 
of the twentieth century we fear Ihe conjunc-
tion of power and moral certitude. 
We are not impressed by religious claims 
to superior wi.sdom: the only priests who 
appear to have been politically well informed 
and. wise for any substantial length of time 
are those who interpreted the voice of Apollo 
at Delphi. 
We think that faith is prejudicial to clear 
h Pfoirarh-
m£0 
ne/AU THBH SH£ WAS 
SAU>.m-Ofi£ I MVCHMORE 
, MWf. SAW DISiaOSIONEO 
miaVitOtJEO HBR THAN! 
UlUSIONS. 
StUTreftED 
Ihoughl'about the needs of society: that the 
religious'jargon of "righl," "God's law" and 
so on make impossible political debate in a 
common language, kt alone on even similar 
assumptions. 
On all these grounds we are satisfied with 
Ihe usual modern belief in Auslralia Ihat 
politics and religion are two compiirtments 
of man's social existence thai are better kept 
separate. By this we mean -that Churches 
should, in general, abstain from pronounce-
ments and agitation on particular secular 
political issues, and should expect their pro-
rfouncemenis on other mailers, within their 
province as keepers of the souls of their 
.idhcrenls, lo receive no peculiar favour wilh 
the legislators, but to be regarded as simply 
the expression of one among the manv com-
munity interests lo be harmonised by wise 
legislation. 
Nor is this all. 1 have ahvnys thought, 
for my own pari, that the Churches were 
acting in their own interest, as well as in 
that of society, when they began fo withdraw 
from the arena of politics. 
The Churches have Jost a great deal of 
respect from members of their own congre-
gations by dabbling in politics. Whatever 
aura of sanctity some of us may think at-
taches lo the leaders of Ihe faith is undoubt-
edly dimmed if not exiinguisfied when these 
leaders open their mouths to speak of things 
temporal. There will always be members 
of a Church who radically disagree wilh the 
politicaj policy of their Church; these people 
will have to perform a mental operation dis-
tressingly similar lo Ihat described by George 
Orwell and Lord Ljndsay as "double-think" 
if they are to disagree wilh ihe priest al one 
point in his sermon and yet regard his 
sermon as at least prioriboto a presentation 
of eternal truth by one ordained of God. 
People certainly do come, in lime, lo look 
for poUtical motivations behind the pro-
nouncements of a church on faith and morals 
if that church has associated itself wilh poli-
tics to any considerable degree, and people 
receive such pronouncements wilh a slightly 
cynical scepticism very menacing to any sys-
tem based, like a Christian church, on faith. 
If, as Acton reported, the inhabitants of 
Rome in 1870 -looked- with^ "frivolous dis-
dain" on the Vatican Council of that year, I 
suspect that some of Ihe frivolity (or, if pre-
ferred, of the disdain) may be traced to the 
overtones of politics which had come to be 
associated with every action of the Papacy 
over many hundreds of years. 
Conversely, a church which consistently 
abstains from political action will come to be 
regarded as an impartial body not peddling 
a line; what it may say at irregular intervals 
will then be accorded much greater attention. 
Thus , ! think it is fair to say that verbn 
ipsisdiaa of Archbishop Mannix and his pro-
tege,^ Bishop Fox, are regarded with a degree 
of ^'voious disdain in Melbourne, whereas in 
Tasmania, where the Roman Catholic Church 
has been less politically active, one may fre-
quently hear it said that, "Oh, well, there 
must be something in what Archbishop 
Young said about Orr: he doesn't make state-
ments unless he knows he's on sure ground." 
The days have gone when Fuller in his 
Church.History (J655) could write that "in 
England those who hold, the Helm of the pul. 
pit always steer people's hearts as they 
please." I do not Uiink we have lost much 
with the passing of diose days. I think poli-
tics are belter secular-^I Uiink Na;B and 
Communist politics ^f^UHai^uiss t ion re 
ligious, and are lo be rejected largely for 
that reason. 
I say, with Sir Garfield, that "in no sense 
am I criticising a churchman for expressing 
his point of view on a mailer of social or 
moral concern to the community. 1| is his 
righl and duty to do so." 
But' I think Sir Garfield was right when 
he said of the Matrimonial Causes Bill: 
"Wc are here to deal with a code of divorce 
as legislators. We cannot sit here as clerics 
because if we do 1 suppose a great number 
of us would say . . . that marriage is in-
dissoluble and that there can be no divorce. 
Wc cannot look al it in that way. We must 
ask ourselves whether, in our honest opinion. 
We will do any damage to this community." 
1 Ihink politics is better without the pas-
sion of religious dispute, and I think the 
Churches have done society and themselves a 
service by whatever retreat they may have 
made from the bad old days when politicians 
were churchmen and churchmen were politi-
cians. 
^MITCHELL. 
1961 
The Song of the 
Suburban Democrat 
there is a senius. 
look at iiow frayed bis collar is 
and look at bis stiuinly eyes 
and look how easily Ihal sharp 
is conning him out of a fiver. 
and look how be Is so bu^ disrassing 
'ihe theories of fiovcmment rram ^ t o fo iips-
man" 
Ihnt be docsnt notice thai cop there 
who is coming over fo n n him and Us bearded 
friend in for suspected vasrancy. 
Abo you ougbl to see bis garden 
which is a disgrace espcdally wiien you consider 
Ihat II is the only one in all our whole street 
Ihal is nol perfectly weeded and ordered hi to«is. 
so we arc cetting lof^ elber a petition 
ia oiir slreel, we are, 
asking him lo eilber fii }l nice 
or leave, 
because we have this reputation 
for bavini; (he best fronts b all tbe district, 
and we DONT WANT TO LOSE IT 
THROUGH NO EGGHEAD, 
then, too, dMrc is the niatter of this party 
tlut a friend of mine was at 
at which, by (be merest stroke of hick, 
the Keahis was at ako. 
wen, <wlKn they were inlrodaced, be said 
he noticed a book fn his coat pocket, 
a«d later wiicn everyone was almost blind 
he was Kotoglo the stnts (my fricad I mean) and when he opened 
the door he was saiprised (o find (he de%'er chap hi (here readbs this book, 
be asked him later what It was, 
and be said it was by Kaffa 
or tome bnn writer or aooietUng. 
Now what do you make of that? AT A PARTY! 
Another thbiB> I wouldn't be al all suiprised. 
If his wife wasn't ninninK anwnd 
a tny like Ofi, i«(y-lookliv and email, 
and never talks mnch to aa^ooe. 
I was nyinc to hatry and Mil titc other day 
lord knows what die sees in him. 
tbe's Mt a bBd-looUi« Ut cltiKr, 
even MF she in*! a drcncr. 
my doris can^ t stand her— 
whkh is a food MioritM. 
I diinao, I cant make *em out, 
blokes like that, 
they have a few bndns, oJt, to why da they havt 
lo to and maka a hl( deal out o( that for? ^_ 
why can't they Just settle (• " 
lilH«veiylMdy«tse 
and (tap minding their own busiMflt 
SOlMCfa, 
—A.V.M. 
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NT MISSING OR ILLEGIBLE 
lung 
It you protested on what were ifroma-
ficofly coHed ihe South African 
massacres, riiihing off into town to 
' wove your sil/y /tWe tcni ie« , (he otfds 
are that you did not-understand wfiat 
you were protesting about. 
The South African is regarded wilh dis-
taste by all red-blooded, right-thinking Aus-
.traiians. Such an attitude is in danger of im-
plying a complete failure or refusal lo under-
stand how and why the situation aro.sc. It 
relies solely on an emotional interpretation 
of Ihe words "right" and "wrong." 
UnCoirtunately Ihc Soulh African prob-
lem is not simply to be analysed as a ques-
tion of morals. Any analysis of the ques-
tion wliich claims lo be comprehensive 
musl embody an explanation of two 
dimensions pf the problem. 
First, it musl explain where the economic, 
social and political structures existing in 
South Africa today came from, and how 
they arc related. These structures origin-
.'jtcd in the colonising activities of the Euro-
pean powers in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. These activities consisted largely in 
the exploitation of primary resources. Accom-
panying this exploitation there was a coin-
cident movement to gain political authority 
over the area. 
Together, these reprcspnl the first stages 
of nationhood in the European sense. In 
consequence, as in Australia, the present 
economic structure of Soulh Africa relies 
heavily' on primary resources.^  (Soulh 
African export earnings arc derived ^ from 
gold —44 per cent, wool 14 per cent, and 
diamonds 4 per cent.) A glance at the balance 
of payments will show that in comparison lo 
other African groups who have achieved 
national status, e.g., Nigeria, the part played 
directly in the formation of economic'policies 
by the native population is relatively small. 
The economy, however, relics heavily on the 
availability of cheap native labour. 
Historically, Soulh African, whites have a 
culture similar to that of white Australia. . 
They, too, have their Kidmans, Sturls, Eyres 
and Lcichhardts on the one hand, and their 
Clancys and Lassclcrs on Ihe other. On this 
basis white South Africans arc South 
Africans just as much as whiles in Australia 
arc Australians. 
The situation, however, is more complex 
in South Africa. First, those of British and 
Dutch extraction are conceived as partially 
dilTcrcnl social groups. It is not only South 
Africa but also Suid Afrika. Their religious 
affiliations arc dif?crent. The Dutch Reform 
Church enjoys the loyalties of those of Dutch 
extraction, .while those of British ;iock do 
nol normally subscribe U this Church. As 
ill eviiie 
-Ur>.. 
THE FORECOURT OF THE POMCE 
STATIWAFITER^HESHC^ftiiG^ 
At the height of'ihPySharpeville pub-
licity during March a demonstration 
was held by 200.Sydney students in 
Martin Place dttring the evening peak 
hour. 
.,..„ ,...^ ,^, ;.^^.:^,.,^^ .;..^ ,,, j ^ ^ ^ 
a result, with the increase in Dutch popula-. 
(ion in proportion to British population in 
the north, the while population subscribe 
more vehemcnily lo ibe Apartheid policy. 
The social question is further complicated 
by Ihc presence of a group which is of Asian 
stock—Indian. This group (of a million) is 
accepted by neither whiles nor blacks, and 
represents a further division in ihc South 
African population at large. This group 
is capable of playing an iniportani part in 
the political afTajrs of the community, as 
shown by the riots of 1949 in Natal. 
Politically, South Africa is dominated by 
the white group. This is a result of the sig-
nificance of whites in the economic structure. 
Any system of government tends lo preserve 
(he status quo, whether by design or not. 
Apartheid is a conscious attempt by whiles 
to preserve cxisttng social, economic and 
political conditions in South Africa. Lt.is 
conscious for- one outstanding reason: Fear. 
White we cannot fail to recognise the moral 
issues concerned, We must also realise that 
South Africans cannot fail lo think first of 
self-preservation. 
What possible solutions are there'for this 
situation?' 
Popularly^ there are three — Apartheid, 
assimilation and bhick domination. These 
apparently arc conceived as a continum. 
Apailheid is interpreted as while domina-
tion, litis interpretation is reinforced by 
while South African opinion, s. 
Whiles, holding the.power, arc attempting 
lo keep it, because to fail to Jo so would 
mean, not only loss of the position of power, 
but loss of any position at M in South Afri-
DARK GOLDYLOCKS 
In the graveyard on the slope next the 
liioorall was silent except the soft wind 
breathing through the grass. But around 
the great stone house on the hill' the air 
was in tumult. A wild bough beat at 
her window like a dissevered hand, spat-
tering the panes with glistening blood. In 
the little bed by the fire Goldylocks slept 
peacefully, oblivioiis to ihc anger and the 
noise of the night./A dog barked momen-
tarily and Goldylocks,awoke and bent.for-
ward, listening breathlessly. A minute 
later a step traversed the hall, the step of 
Father Bear. She motioned me to bring 
him up. but he found the room ere 1 
by 
Emily Bronfe 
could reach the door and in a stride or 
two was by her side, and had her grasped 
tn his arms; . 
"Oh, Goldylocks! Oh, my life! How can 1 
bear it?" was fhe first sentence he uttered^ '-
in a tone that did not seek to disguise his 
despair. "You have eaten all rfty porridge!" 
In his eyes a Satanic fire glowered. I 
reeled .iway from him in fear, choked by 
the odour of brimstone, which had filled the 
room. 
"How can you be angry,': said Goldylocks, 
her brow clouded with pain. "1 am going to 
die. and it is your porridge that has killed 
mc! I shall nol pity you, nol I." 
"Don't torture me wilh mention of por-. 
ridge till I am.as mad as yourself;* cried 
Father Bear, wrenching his head free from 
her grasp. 
Well might the dispassionate spcctaloi 
'wonder at this strange and terrible scene. 
Goldylocks, her tresses splattered with por-
/•jdge, her face pale and grim, stood by 
the now open window. Father Bear, oblivious 
to the rain and snow which poured in upon 
him, and dripped from his shoulders, stood 
snariing before her. ' .. , 
"I don't care how much you suffer," he 
continued savagely. "I care nothing for your 
suffering." He gnashed at me,.and foaming 
like a bear, gathered her to him with greedy 
jealousy. "How cruel, how false you have 
been. •"Why did you despise me, why did 
you betray yourself?" 
"You should hot be sullen now. Father 
Bear." she cried. 1 screamed in fear, for 
suddenly she slumped forward on the bed. 
"You know 1 always . . . liked'bears . . . 
the best," she gasped weakly. •^  
"You must go soon," I said lo her, "for 
Mother Bear and Baby Bear will be back 
from the service, and looking for their p^ or-
ridge." At thtfl moment 1 perceived Two 
figures making their way from the kirk across^ 
the lonely moor. "You must go!" 1 cried, • 
"Damn!" cried the fiend, sinking back into 
Baby Bear's^chair, which broke, "Let them, 
starve." • 
• • Mother; Bear, on hearing. the., npise,.; ha's: . 
'^tetfetf-her sfep'Tjpbh'''the'sta?re' a'rid-sprung 
: into the room, .blatiched with rage. "Who's 
been- eating my porridge?" she' snarled at 
Father Bear. -
"And'who's been eating my porridge?" 
Shrieked Baby Bear,-mad resolution io his 
face. 
"I shall slay the nighl in the garden," an-
swered Father Bear. "But I shall pay another ' 
visit.^whetherthere be" porridge or no." 
• About 12 that night Goldylocks gave birth 
to a child, arid just before thcflrsl soft ray 
. of dawii tf\p mother died, having.never re-' 
covered consciotisness. . ' 
can society. However, Apartheid cah be in-
terpreted in another way—as a balance of 
power between black and while. Can Ihis be 
regarded as a possible alternative? 
The second. Assimilation, is, under existing 
conditions, hardly likely lo succeed. From 
1949 until Ihe present. South African prob-
lems have been explosive. 'This appears to be 
the major reason why such a policy of as-, 
similalion would not work. There is no longer 
Ihc time. Any useful assimilation may take a 
decade, possibly a generation. The lack of 
time is brought out by the recent declarations 
of independence in other Slates. 
One may argue that the blacks have the 
right of independence just as much as similar 
groups in Nigeria and Ghana. One might 
claim that in all these places the white man 
stole the black man's lands and livelihood. 
In South Africa,, however, ibb is jnd not 
' so. ^ 
There is no historical basis on which the 
black people can claim righl to the land over 
the whites. For the major racial group in 
South Africa today is of Bantu origin. The 
Battle of Blood River, both in ils situation 
and combatants, illusirafes how these people 
were, and still are, pushing the indigenous 
inhabilanis of'Soulh Africa, the Hottentots 
and Bushmen, into Bechuanaland and further 
into the Kahahari. ' ' , 
Undoubtedly the policies of previous South 
African Governments have laid the founda-
tion for (his unfortunate dilemma. There is 
no single panacea for the South African prob-
lem. It is not up to us lo adopt the imma-
ture altitude of "I told you so," which we 
feel was an undercurrent of last week's pro-
test. 
Motives and Reasons ; ' 
To completely satisfy the^  aims of Ihis 
article an appraisal of the black point of 
view must be presented. Without-being over-
come by the moral or radical tendencies 
already displayed in the superabundance at 
this Universil]^ we must realise that the blacks' 
do have motives for Ihe disturbances Ihcy-
h;ivc caused both in the present and in ihe 
past in Soulh Africa. There is no doubt 
they want equality in every, field. En masse 
or represented by their ..leaders-the blacks 
have been unequivocal in iheir opposition to 
assimilation as a policy. They have (he one 
predominant aim of complete freedom lead-
ing to domination. There Is no place, in their 
idea of South Africa, for the whites, 
This idea has been conditioned by two'*^  
factors, hatred and fear of the whites as a 
result of subjugation (and the hatred and fear 
by the whiles); and second aspirations for 
political sovereignty as ..a result of similar 
trends throughout the old colqni.il world. 
Thus, the blacks subscribe to ah apartheid 
policy only of a different colour and icxlurc. 
Loss of authority, of economic and 
. polilicnl dominntioa by the whiles would 
result in (he loss of livelihood, of (he whole 
• :wlii(e South African tradilion and culture, 
if not of life itself. The vcr^ fear Ihai Ihis 
_niay happen is causing an cx8dHc-aL.wh!lc 
' nicii hroiti South Africn today. i 
A further complication in the situalij 
.produced by, ^ malgtainipg tijat the 
definilcly need the wfiiics for maintcri^  
present rising living standards lhrouii« 
linucd economic prosperity. Howevei] 
is not to say the whites do .not nccl 
blacks for in fact much of Ihe industl 
present-day South Africa depends oil 
abundance of cheap black labour. 
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